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PREFACE E 
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Chapterr 2 B. Lastdrager, B. Koren, 
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byby the Sparse-Grid Combination Technique, 
Reportt MAS-R9823, CWI (1998) 

Chapterr 3 B. Lastdrager, B. Koren, J.G. Verwer, 
TheThe Sparse-Grid Combination Technique 
AppliedApplied to Time-Dependent Advection Problems, 
Appliedd Numerical Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp. 377-401 (2001) 

Alsoo appeared in reduced form in 
LectureLecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering, 
Vol.. 14, Multigrid Methods IV, Springer-Verlag (2000) 

Chapterr 4 B. Lastdrager, B. Koren, J.G. Verwer, 
SolutionSolution of Time-Dependent Advection-Diffusion Problems 
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Journall  of Computational Methods in Applied Mathematics, 
Vol.. 1, pp. 86-98(2001) 

Chapterr 5 B. Lastdrager, 
NumericalNumerical Solution of Mixed Gradient-Diffusion Equations 
ModellingModelling Axon Growth, 
Reportt MAS-R0203, CWI (2002) 

Priorr to my PhD research I did research on theoretical physics for my Masters' 
thesiss which led to the following publication 
B.. Lastdrager, A. Tip, J. Verhoeven, Theory ofCherenkov and Transition Radiation from 
LayeredLayered Structures, Physical Review E, Vol. 61, pp. 5767-5778 (2000) 

andd patent 
J.. Verhoeven, B. Lastdrager, A. Tip, D.K.G. de Boer, New Source-Optics Combination 
forfor EUV Lithography, Philips patent ID-number 600353, WK24.886 (1997) 
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INTRODUCTIO N N 

Thee field of applied mathematics consists of the part of mathematics that can be 
usefull  in solving real life-problems. Since surprisingly often even the most exotic 
mathematicall  techniques can be applied on real-life problems, applied mathemat-
icss is still a very broad term. In fact, most mathematical sub-fields can be classified 
bothh under applied mathematics and pure mathematics. 

Numericall  mathematics is a field that would rarely be seen as purely theoretical 
mathematics,, since its applications are so obvious. The term numerical mathemat-
icss is not always clear to laymen; they sometimes wonder if not all mathematics is 
numerical.. Numerical mathematics focuses on mathematical methods that can be 
implementedd as computer programs, which then solve the problem under consid-
eration. . 

Evenn before the advent of computers numerical mathematics existed, but then as a 
farr more academic subject. It is only since the computer has become mainstream, 
thatt numerical mathematics has become a highly applied discipline. Due to the 
ingenuityy of modern numerical algorithms and the computational power of mod-
ernn computers, highly complex problems can be solved that could not be solved 
withoutt numerical mathematics. 

Ann important sub-field of numerical mathematics concerns the solution of ordi-
naryy differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations (PDEs). Many 
reall  world problems can be formulated in terms of systems of differential equa-
tions.. These can often only be solved by means of numerical mathematics. Espe-
ciallyy engineering and physics provide numerous problems formulated in terms of 
differentiall  equations, but in other disciplines differential equations are frequently 
encounteredd as well. 

Inn this thesis the focus lies on time-dependent PDEs. To solve these equations 
wee apply the method of lines. This implies that first the spatial derivatives are 
approximatedd by finite differences, i.e., they are discretized, yielding ODEs in time. 
Thenn a time stepping method is applied to integrate the resulting semi-discrete 
problemm in time. 
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Wee focus on problems with spatial variables, but the methods presented are 
equallyy well applicable to problems with other independent variables. For in-
stance,, in option pricing models one encounters the Black-Scholes equation [22]. 
Thiss equation has the form of an advection-diffusion-reaction equation when one 
interpretss the value of the underlying asset as a spatial variable. 

Thee focus of this thesis lies mostly on systems of PDEs of the advection-diffusion 
type.. These systems are frequently encountered in applications. They, for instance, 
playy a prominent role in the mathematical modelling of pollution of atmospheric 
air,, surface water and groundwater. Advanced models are three-dimensional in 
space.. Their 3D nature and the necessity of modelling transport over long time 
spanss requires very efficient algorithms and implementations of algorithms. 

Inn the past, much research has been done on developing efficient solvers, notably 
advectionn schemes, tailored integrators for stiff systems of ordinary differential 
equationss and other time stepping techniques. This has already led to significant 
progress.. However, for advanced 3D modelling, computer capacity (computing 
timee and memory) still is a severe limiting factor. 

1.11 Sparse grid combination technique 

AA technique that might be capable to overcome the dimension obstacle is the sparse 
gridd combination technique which is considered in Chapters 2,3 and 4 of this the-
sis.. This technique was proposed in 1992 by Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [9] 
andd can be viewed as a specific implementation of the sparse grid approach as first 
introducedd by Zenger in 1990 [23]. 

Prooff  of convergence of the combination technique for elliptic problems is given 
inn [4] and [19]. Error analysis for the combination technique applied to elliptic dif-
ferentiall  equations can be found in [20]. In [16] we give a point-wise error analysis 
forr the representation error that is inherent in the combination technique. 

Thee idea of the sparse grid combination technique consists of solving the problem 
nott on a single fine grid, but on a set of coarser grids with different mesh width 
aspectt ratios. The resulting solutions are then combined to obtain a single, more 
accuratee solution as if we are using a single fine grid. I.e., provided the solution 
iss sufficiently smooth, the sparse grid combination technique can yield a solution 
comparablee to a single fine grid solution at significantly lower computational costs. 

Forr example, when we denote 2D spatial grids covering the unit square and having 
meshh widths hx = 2~l and hy = 2"m by Cilm, then the set of grids used in sparse 
gridd combination consists of 

nN,OnN-l,ll  n0,N ( 1 1 ) 

andd of 
nN- l ,00N-2 , l / Q0 ,N-11 ( 1 2 ) 
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Thee solutions fl'm found on Cil'm are then combined to get a single more accurate 
solutionn fN'N on the grid Q,N>N according to 

N - l l 
fN,NfN,N _ y  ̂ pN,N rl,N-l _ y pN,N rl,N-l-l 

1=01=0 1=0 

(1.3) ) 

wheree PN,N is a prolongation operator that maps a grid function from a coarser 
gridd onto Q.N'N. In Figure 1.1 the grids with solid lines, except f l N 'N , are used in 
sparsee grid combination. 

levell  = 0 

a a 
0,0 0 

22 N=3 

nn0,N 0,N 

a a N,0 N,0 

]]  2N=6 

a a N,N N,N 

Figuree 1.1: Set of grids used in sparse grid combination. 

Thee total number of grid points used in the sparse grid combination technique can 
bee found by a straightforward calculation that involves summation of grid points 
inn the grids that are used, see e.g. Chapter 2 of this thesis. By doing this we find 
that,, asymptotically for large numbers of nodes n per spatial direction, the number 
off  scalar ODEs that must be solved for a spatially d-dimensional problem, is only 
proportionall  to 

n(log(n)) ) d- l l (1.4) ) 

which,, for large n, behaves as n. When we compare this with the nd scalar ODEs 
thatt we obtain from discretization on a single grid, we see that we have essentially 
reducedd a d-dimensional computation to a one-dimensional one. 

Thiss saving in complexity is only meaningful if the sparse grid combination tech-
niquee yields a solution that is sufficiently accurate. By analyzing the discretization 
errorr we find that for a p-th order spatial discretization, the error due to the sparse 
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gridd combination technique is 

O ^ l o g M ) " " 1 )) (1.5) 

(seee e.g. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis), compared to 0{hP) for a single grid of 
meshh width h. 

Thus,, neglecting the logarithmic factors in the asymptotic limit, the sparse grid 
approachh is as accurate as a single grid approach while reducing a d-dimensional 
complexityy to a one-dimensional complexity. These estimates make clear that the 
sparsee grid is especially attractive for high dimensional problems, since then the 
savingss from complexity reduction are most pronounced. 

Abovee accuracy estimates are valid for smooth solutions, especially it is desirable 
thatt higher order cross derivatives take on only moderate values. When higher 
orderr cross derivatives are large, the sparse grid combination error is generally 
muchh larger than the above estimates indicate, rendering the sparse grid combina-
tionn technique less effective than expected on the basis of the above estimates. 

Inn the combination technique a number of problems are solved on conventional 
grids.. These problems are all independent of each other, therefore the combination 
techniquee is inherently parallelizable. For a successful parallelization of a sparse 
gridd combination technique see [8]. Other publications on parallelized sparse grids 
includee [7] and [6]. The software developed in the present sparse grid research is 
currentlyy being parallelized as well. 

Inn [21] and [3] the combination technique is presented as a special case of multivari-
atee extrapolation and is compared with other multivariate extrapolation methods. 
AA distinct advantage of the combination technique, relative to the hierarchical ba-
siss implementation of the sparse-grid technique as introduced in [23], is that the 
formerr involves a straightforward discretization and solution of the PDEs on con-
ventionall  grids while the latter leads to a linear algebra problem with nearly full 
matrix. . 

Generallyy the sparse grid method is studied in the context of finite element meth-
ods,, however, in [13] and [14] a sparse grid finite volume method is presented. 
Inn [2] an implementation is worked out in detail for multidimensional Helmholtz 
equations. . 

Theree are similarities between sparse grid methods and semi-coarsened multi grid; 
inn fact the methodologies can be combined (see for instance [18] and [11]). 

Anotherr important possibility of the sparse grid method is adaptivity. By intro-
ducingg suitable accuracy measures, adaptive sparse grids can automatically cap-
turee important features of a solution. In [17] an adaptive sparse grid approach 
iss successfully applied to a problem which has a solution with strongly localized, 
anisotropicc features. 

Thee majority of sparse grid publications is concerned with application to elliptic 
differentiall  equations. Some exceptions are [10] which deals with time-dependent 
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fluidfluid  dynamic problems, [12] which deals with hyperbolic conservation laws, and 
[1]]  which deals with parabolic problems. 

1.22 Mixed gradient-diffusion equations 

Inn Chapter 5 the focus of this thesis shifts towards the numerical solution of mixed 
gradient-diffusionn equations. The gradient equations are ordinary differential 
equationss while the diffusion equations are partial differential equations. Solv-
ingg these different sets of equations simultaneously is a numerical challenge since 
itt is not a priori obvious how to implement the coupling between the different sets 
off  equations. 

Thee motivating application behind the work on mixed gradient-diffusion equa-
tionss is an axon growth model presented in [15], see also [5]. In this model the gra-
dientt equations describe the growth of the axons in linear combinations of gradient 
fieldss of chemical concentrations, so-called attractants and repellents. These attrac-
tantss and repellents are solutions of the diffusion equations with source terms. The 
numericall  challenge is to accurately compute the paths of the particles in the nu-
mericallyy computed concentration fields. 

Numericall  modelling of axon growth contributes to the understanding of the 
growthh process of axons which in turn is indispensable for future medical ap-
plications.. Treatment for neural disorders can be improved in a systematic way 
onlyy with understanding of the underlying biological process. Axon growth is one 
off  these underlying processes which is certainly not fully understood [15]. Besides 
modellingg of axon growth, mixed gradient-diffusion equations have a much wider 
rangee of application, but in this thesis we focus on the axon growth application. 

1.33 Thesis outline 

Chapterss 2,3 and 4 deal with the sparse grid combination technique while Chap-
terr 5 focusses on a method for solving mixed gradient-diffusion equations. Ini-
tiallyy we did apply the sparse grid combination technique to the mixed gradient-
diffusionn problem, but we found that this yielded no significant gains relative to a 
singlee grid approach and abandoned it. 

Chapterr 2 focusses on the sparse grid combination technique as a means of func-
tionn representation. We present expressions for the approximation error inherent 
inn the sparse grid combination technique. We call this error the representation 
error.. Some numerical examples illustrate that the sparse grid combination tech-
niquee is an efficient means of function representation relative to representation on 
aa single grid. 

Chapterr 3 considers the sparse grid combination technique applied to pure advec-
tionn problems. Explicit error expressions are derived for the discretization error 
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thatt comes forth from the spatial discretization of the PDE. Intermediate combi-
nationss are introduced as a means of communication between the different grids. 
AA number of test cases is considered numerically. The sparse grid combination 
techniquee is shown to be efficient relative to a single grid, but it is also noted that 
ann even greater gain in efficiency can be achieved by using the simpler Richardson 
extrapolation. . 

Chapterr 4 deals with the sparse grid combination technique applied to mixed 
advection-diffusionn problems. In this chapter more attention is paid to time inte-
grationn aspects. In particular, a highly efficient third order Rosenbrock time march-
ingg scheme is used, with approximate matrix factorization. Again, expressions are 
derivedd for the discretization error. This chapter focusses especially on problems 
withh grid aligned solution layers. It becomes clear that the sparse grid combination 
techniquee is especially suited for this type of problem. However, for a more gen-
erall  test case, the two dimensional Burgers' equations, the sparse grid combination 
techniquee is not more efficient than a single grid approach. 

Inn Chapter 5 we study the axon growth model. This model takes the form of 
aa mixed gradient-diffusion problem. The diffusion equations are spatially dis-
cretizedd yielding a large set of ODEs. Together with the gradient equations this 
sett is solved using a second order Rosenbrock scheme with approximate Jacobian. 
AA key question for axon growth is whether bundling and debundling of axons oc-
curs.. It is shown that for our model problem this can indeed occur, albeit for a 
narroww range of parameter values. Furthermore, it is shown that it is essential to 
properlyy match interpolation and computation of gradients and source terms. If 
thesee are not properly matched the axon path approximations can become highly 
irregular. . 
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ERRORR ANALYSI S FOR 
FUNCTIO NN REPRESENTATION 

BYY THE SPARSE-GRID 
COMBINATIO NN TECHNIQU E 

Abstract.. Detailed error analyses are given for sparse-grid function represen-
tationss through the combination technique. Two- and three-dimensional, and 
smoothh and discontinuous functions are considered, as well as piecewise-constant 
andd piecewise-linear interpolation techniques. Where appropriate, the results of 
thee analyses are verified in numerical experiments. Instead of the common vertex-
basedd function representation, cell-centered function representation is considered. 
Explicit,, pointwise error expressions for the representation error are given, rather 
thann order estimates. The paper contributes to the theory of sparse-grid tech-
niques. . 
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2.11 Introductio n 

2.1.11 Sparse-grid techniques 

Sparsee grids were introduced in 1990 by Zenger [6], in order to significantly re-
ducee the number of degrees of freedom that describe the solution to a discretized 
partiall  differential equation (pde), while causing only a marginal increase in rep-
resentationn error relative to the standard discretization. Representing a solution as 
aa piecewise-d-linear function on a conventional d-dimensional grid of mesh width 
hh requires 0{h~d) degrees of freedom, while the representation error is ö(h2). The 
piecewise-rf-linearr sparse-grid representation requires only (9(/i-1(logfc~1)d_1) 
degreess of freedom. In fact, this is only a one-dimensional complexity, while the 
representationn error is ö(h2(\og h~l )d_1), which is only slightly worse than for the 
conventional,, full-grid representation. In 1992, Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [1] 
showedd that, for two and three dimensions, the sparse-grid complexity and repre-
sentationn error can also be achieved by the so-called combination technique. This 
techniquee combines ö((logh~l)d~l) representations on conventional grids of dif-
ferentt mesh widths in different directions, each containing ö{h~l) points, into a 
representationn on the conventional, full grid. One advantage of the combination 
techniquee relative to the sparse-grid technique, as introduced in [6], is that the 
formerr involves a straightforward discretization and solution of the pde's on the 
C((logg h~l)d~l) conventional grids while the latter requires discretization through 
aa set of hierarchical basis functions, leading to a linear algebra problem with nearly 
fulll  matrix. Since the problems to be solved on the (9 ((log h~1)d~1) conventional 
gridss are all independent of each other, the combination technique is inherently 
parallelizable. . 

Inn the current work, combination techniques, for two-dimensional and three-
dimensionall  functions, are analyzed in detail. In particular, expressions for the cor-
respondingg representation errors are derived. Within the current setup, only a sin-
glee two-dimensional combination technique yields a representation error of order 
ö(hö(h22 log h~l). Likewise, only one three-dimensional combination technique yields 
aa representation error of order ö(fr2(log/ï-1)2). For these techniques, pointwise 
expressionss for the representation errors are obtained. The expressions are power 
seriesseries that describe the errors without approximation, thus allowing a derivation 
off  leading-order terms. Furthermore, a heuristic error analysis is given for the 
representationn of two-dimensional discontinuous functions. It is shown that for a 
two-dimensionall  step function, the Li-norm of the representation error is öföl2). 
Contraryy to [1], the present derivations do not rely on the error results for sparse 
grids,, as given in [6]. Instead, direct analyses are given of the steps that comprise 
thee combination technique. An important advantage of the current approach is 
thatt for smooth functions, explicit expressions for the representation error are ob-
tained,, instead of just order estimates. Numerical results that confirm the analyses 
aree presented. 
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Thee work is directed towards the numerical solution of large-scale transport prob-
lems,, governed by systems of partial differential equations of the advection-
diffusion-reactionn type. These equations play a prominent role in the mathemati-
call  modeling of pollution of, e.g., atmospheric air, surface water and ground wa-
ter.. The three-dimensional nature of these models and the necessity of modeling 
transportt and chemical reactions between different species over long time spans, 
requiress very efficient algorithms. When using full-grid methods, computer ca-
pacityy (computing time and memory) is and wil l probably remain to be a severe 
limitin gg factor. Sparse-grid methods hold out the promise of alleviating these lim-
itations. . 

Inn order to successfully implement sparse-grid methods for complex time-
dependentt problems, a good understanding of the interaction between sparse-grid 
representationn errors, discretization errors and time-integration errors is crucial. 
Thee current derivations yield expressions for the sparse-grid representation error 
thatt are sufficiently detailed to be used for the study of this interaction. 

2.1.22 The combination technique 

Thee two-dimensional combination technique is based on a grid of grids as shown 
inn Figure 3.1. 

levell  = 0 

Q Q 0,0 0 

a a Nfi Nfi 

22 N=3 

/ / 

2N=6 2N=6 

Q Q N,N N,N 

Figuree 2.1: Grid of grids 

Thee task at hand is to express a given function f(x,y) on the grids ClN'°, CïN 1/1, 
...,, O0 'N and on nN - 1 ' ° , nN _ 2 ' 1 , . . ., Q 0 ^ - 1 and then to construct from these 
coarsee representations a representation ƒN ,N on the grid 0N / N . Throughout, upper 
indicess label grids and lower indices label grid-point coordinates within a grid. 
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Inn sparse-grid literature, it is common to use vertex-centered grids. Yet, for our 
futuree application we intend to use cell-centered grids and therefore the current 
workk deals solely with cell-centered grids, i.e., grid-function values are located in 
celll  centers. Furthermore, grids extend over the unit square in two dimensions 
andd over the unit cube in three dimensions. In two dimensions, the total number 
off  degrees of freedom contained in the coarse representations, for two-dimensions, 
iss given by 2N(N - 1) + 1, as can be seen by simply counting the total number of 
cells.. The test procedure comprises the following steps: 

Thee given function is restricted to the coarse grids 
nN-°° n^n*- 1' 0,...,^'*- 1. 

2.. The information on the coarse grids is used to construct a representation fN'N 

onn the finest grid. 

N,N N,N 

N N 
3.. The representation error is determined by comparing the representation y 

withh p*,N, i.e., with the function ƒ (x, y) directly restricted to the grid CiN> 

Al ll  restrictions are done by injection, i.e., to a cell n|'m, a function value 

f\ff\f = f(^yf) = f ((*' + \)2~l, (J + \)2~m) 

iss assigned. In step 2, the fine-grid representation is not found directly from the 
coarse-gridd representations. Rather, given the representations on {Cll,m,l + m = 
N,N-1},N,N-1}, representations on {Cil,m, I + m = N +1}  are generated and this process 
iss then repeated up to / + m = 2N. Furthermore, representations are not generated 
fromm all representations on the previous levels but only from nearest neighbor rep-
resentations,, i.e., the representation ƒl,m is generated only from the representations 

2.22 Error  accumulation 

2.2.11 Introductio n 

Inn the following we analyze the representation error El,m, which we define as 

EEl,ml,m _ ƒ*,« _ f\,m p.1) 

Thee quantity that we are interested in is EN,N, the representation error on the finest 
grid.. At this point, we introduce prolongation operators PI,m which are linear oper-
atorss that map grid functions from a grid O',m into grid functions on the finer 
gridd Cil,m (I > l',m > m'). We consider representations that satisfy the following 
relation n 

fl,rnfl,rn = [f
l'm, for/ + m<tt, 

// \ aplmfl-hm + ppl.mfl.m-l + ^pl,mfl-\,m-lf f0Tl + m>N. K ' 
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Thee coefficients a, $ and 7, together with the choice of prolongation operator Pl,m, 
definee the combination scheme. In Section 2.3, it wil l be shown that the choice a. = 
ftft = l , 7 = - l causes a number of error terms to cancel leading to a representation 
errorr of the desired order, EN'N = ö(h2\ogh~l). We denote this choice by the 
[1,1,, -1] scheme. Likewise, [\, \, 0] and [0, 0, -1] schemes are considered. 

Thee local error ê>m is defined according to 

eehmhm = upl,mrl-l,m + opl.mfl,m-\ + ^p\,m jl-\,m-\ _ j\,m^ ^ .3) 

inn terms of which the following recursive relation for El,m is obtained 

£/,mm _ ^,m _|_ ap/,m£/-l,m _|_ opl,mpl,m~\ _|_ ̂ pl,mpl-\,m-\ QA) 

Equationn (5.9) shows that to find the representation error EN,N we have to find 
ann expression for the local error el,m and solve EN'N from (5.9) such that EN,N is 
expressedd solely in terms of local errors. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we obtain expressions for the representation er-
rorr EN 'N in terms of local errors el,m by solving the recursive relation (5.9) for the 
[\,[\,  J,0], the [1,1, -1] and the [0,0, -1] schemes. Furthermore, it is shown that 
thesee schemes can also be replaced by equivalent direct schemes that directly pro-
longatee the coarse representations on CT-°,..., n° 'N , nN~lfi,..., O0^ " 1 onto the 
finestt grid QN 'N. 

2.2.22 The [\, \, 0] combination scheme 

Forr the [\, \, 0] combination scheme, the recursive relation (5.9) reduces to 

pl,mpl,m _ J,m , \pl,mpl-\,m , \pl,m^l,m-\ (2 5) 

Usingg (2.5) and the fact that El,m = 0 for / + m < N, we prove the following 
theorem m 

Theoremm 1 For a. = jS = 5,7 = 0, the sparse-grid representation error on the finest grid 
isis given by 

EEN,NN,N = y y 2
1+m-2N ( 2N~l~m \ pN,Nel,m (2.6) 

1=11=1 m=l \ ~ J 

Proof: : 
Assumee that 

-t,N-m+i -t,N-m+i £N,N£N,N _ "y 2 - " Y ( n \ pN,NeN-i,N-n+i + 2~m y ( m \ pN,N^N-i,N 

n=0n=0 1=0 V l / i=Q\  l J 
(2-7) ) 

holdss for a certain m. (Note that it is true for m = 1 because then it simply reduces 
too (2.5).) 
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Then,, by substituting (2.5) into (2.7), we obtain 

jpN,NN _ ym-l r^-n yn I n \ pN,NeN-i,N-n+i _ 2~m y™ ( m \ 

pNpNrrNNeeN-i,N-m+i N-i,N-m+i 

__ 2 - ( m + 1 ) r f ( m. ) (pN,N£N-i-1,N-m+i _  ̂ pN,N£N-i,N-m+i~l\ 

__ 2_ ( m + 1) r ™ + 1 [ m | pN,N£N-i,N-m+i-l 

_|_2-(m+1)) FJ" ( m J pN,N£N-i,N-m+i-l 

__ 2-(m + 1)n^ ({ m ) + ( m \ \ pN ' ^EN - ^ - m+ ' -1 

_l_2~(m+1)) (pN/N£N-m-l,N-m , pN,N£N,N-m-l\ 

__ 2~(m+1) VX I m 1" ^ I PN'NEN~i'N~m+i~1 

4_o-(m+l)) ( f WÏ + 1 \ pN,NrN-m-l,N-m , / "*  + 1 \ 

pN,N£N,N-m-l\ pN,N£N,N-m-l\ 

__ 2~(m+1) r™+1 | m 1" 1 ^ pN,N£N~i,N-{m+l)+i 

(2.8) ) 
andd thus 

jpN,NN = y-m 2~« £"_ f f ^ pN,NeN-i,N-n+i + 2-(m+l) 5~"™+1 ƒ m + 1 \ 

pN,N£N-i,N-(fn+l)+i i 

(2.9) ) 
Therefore,, if (2.7) holds for m, then it holds for m + 1 and since it is true for m = 1 
itt follows that (2.7) holds for all m > 1. Substituting m = N into (2.7) and using 
thee fact that £J'm - 0 for / + m < N, yields 

EEN,NN,N =  N£2-n1£(  PN 'V'- , ' 'N-B+I ', (2.10) 
«=oo ;=o V l ' 

which,, after substituting / = N — i and m = N — n + i, yields (2.6). 

Theoremm 2 For a =  ̂ = j,y = 0, the representation on the finest grid is given by 

fKNfKN = 2~N£( N
N_A pNJtftJl-i. (2.ll) 

Proof::  Assume that 

?N,N?N,N _ 2~m \  ̂ ( m ) pN,N fN-i,N-m+i « fö) 

i=00 V l J 
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holdss for a certain m. (Note that it holds for m = 1 because then it reduces to (2.2).) 
Then,, by substituting (2.2) into (2.12), we obtain, 

fN,NfN,N _ 2-mY? ( m \ l (pN'NfN-i-1'N-m+ i^.pN'NfN-i'N-m+ i-1\ 

__ 2-(m+1) ( V T + 1 ^ m ^ pN,N fN-i,N~(m+l)+i 

_l__ y-m pN,N rN-i,N-(m+l)+i\ 

__ 2-(m + 1)y] f f , m ^ f m. \ pNJIfN-i,N-(m+l)+i 

++ pN,NpN,N fN,N-(m+l) + pN,N fN-(m+l),N 

__ 2-(m+1) r ^ + 1 f m j " 1 ^ pN,N fN-i,N-{m+l)+i 

(2.13) ) 
Therefore,, if (2.12) holds for m, then it holds for m + 1 and since it is true for m — \ 
itt follows that (2.12) holds for all m > 1. Substituting m = N into (2.7) and using 
thee fact that ƒl>m = f>m for I + m < N, yields 

y*T,NN = j-N £ (" N "\ pN,NfN-i,if (2 1 4) 

whichh is equivalent to (2.11). 

2.2.33 The [1,1, — 1] combination scheme 

Forr the [1,1, —1] combination scheme, the recursive relation (5.9) reads 

p/,mm A,m , pl,m-pl—\,m , p/,mp/,m—1 pf,mp/—l,m-l /o i n 

Usingg (2.15), we proof the following theorem 

Theoremm 3 For cc = p = l,y = -I, the representation error on the finest grid is given 

££N,NN,N = £ £ pN,*^ . (2 16) 

Prooff  Assume that 

m—11 « m m 
£N,N£N,N _ V-1 y pN,N£N-i,N-n+i , V-1 pN,Nj:N-itN-m+i _ y pN,N rN-i,N-m+i-l 

«=00 i=0 i=0 i=l 
(2.17) ) 
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holdss for a certain m. (Note that it is true for m = 1 because then it reduces to 
(2.15).)) Then, by substituting (2.15) into (2.17), we obtain 

£N,NN _ ym yn pN,NeN-i,N-n+i 

==  Ym ( pw ,N£N-i ' - l ,N-m+i + pN,N vN-i,N-m+i-l 

_pN,N£N- i - l ,N -m+ i - l\\ _ ym pNrN£N~i,N-m+i-l 

___ ym pN,N rN-i-l,N-m+i _ ym pN,NrN-i-l,N-m+i-l Q 18) 

_|_pN,N£N,N-m-l l 

__ ym+1 pN,N£N-i,N-m+i~l _ ym+1 pN,N£N-i,N-m+i-2 

_l_'pA,N£N,N-m-ll  t =1 

hence, , 

LL — Lm=oLi=Or e + ^-1=0 r fc r? 1Q\ 
__ ym+1 pN,N £N-i,N-(m+l)+i-l \^iy) 

Thus,, if (2.17) holds for m, then it holds for m + 1 and since it holds for m = 1, it 
followss that (2.17) holds for all m > 1. Substituting m — N into (2.17) and using 
thee fact that El>m = 0 for / + m < N, yields 

£N,NN = Ë f^PN'NeN-i'N-n+i
f (2.20) 

n=00 i=0 

whichh is equivalent to (2.16). 

Theoremm 4 For oc = p = l,y = —1, the representation on the finest grid is given by 

NN N - l 
fN,NfN,N _ y - pN,Nrl,N~l _ y pN,N rl,N-l-l  (2 21) 

7=00 /=0 

Proof::  The proof is given by induction. Assume that 

mm m-\ 
2N,N2N,N _ y pN,N fN-UN-m+i _ y pN,N rN-l-i,N-m+i (2 22) 

i=00 i=0 

holdss for a certain m. (Note that it holds for m = 1 because then it reduces to (2.2).) 
Then,, by substituting (2.2) into (2.22), we obtain 

fN,NfN,N _ ym fpN,NrN-i-l,N-m+i _j_ pN,NrN-i,N-m+i-l_ 

pN,NpN,N fN-i-\,N-m+i-l\ _ ym-1 pN,NrN-l-i,N-m+i 

__ ym (pN,NfN-i,N-m+i-l _pk,NrN-i-l,N-m+i-l\ (2 23) 

+ pN,NrN-m- l ,N N 

__ y-m+1 pN,N rN-i,N-(m+l)+i _ ym pN,N tN-i-l,N-(m+l)+i 

Therefore,, if (2.22) holds for m, then it holds for m + 1 and since it is true for m = 1 
itt follows that (2.22) holds for all m > 1. Substituting m — N into (2.17) and using 
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thee fact that fl'm = flm for / + m < N, yields 

NN N-l 
rN,NN _ if^ pN,N rN-i,i _ y pN,N rN-l-i,i  (2 24) 

i=00 f=0 
whichh is equivalent to (2.21). 

2.2.44 The [0,0,1] combination scheme 

Forr a. = jS = 0,7 = 1, the recursive relation (5.9) reduces to 

£/ ,mm = e\,m + pl,mEl-\,m-\ £.25) 

Itt is straightforward to show that (2.25) leads to 

EEN,NN,N==  £ pKNJ,  ̂ ( 2 2 6) 

/=rw/2i+i i 

andd to 
fN,NfN,N _ pN,NrrN/2"(,rN/2l (2.27) 

wheree \N/2~\ denotes the integer part of N/2. 

2.2.55 Discussion 

Inn the current section, the representation error EN,N was expressed in terms of the 
locall  errors ê,m for the [\, \, 0], the [1,1, —1] and the [0,0, —1] schemes; see equa-
tionss (2.6), (2.16) and (2.26), respectively. Furthermore, expressions (2.11), (2.21) 
andd (2.27) were obtained. They express the representation fN,N directly in terms 
off  the coarse representations f***,  f N ~ h l

f . . . , f°'N and fN-ifljN-2,if § fO,N-i 
Equationn (2.21) corresponds to the combination technique as introduced in [1]. 
Inspectionn of (2.21) shows that the combination technique can be viewed as an 
extrapolationn technique, see [5] and [4] for discussions of the combination tech-
niquee from the extrapolation point of view. Note mat for the [1,1, —1] scheme, 
thee expression for the representation error (2.16) simply states that the representa-
tionn error ENrN is equal to the sum of the local errors on the grids CI1'"1 satisfying 
NN > 1 + m < 2N (the lower-right half of the grid of grids depicted in Figure 3.1). 

2.33 Local errors 

Wee now turn to analyzing the local error ê,m for two-dimensional functions ƒ, i.e., 
wee wil l determine the error that we make when we approximate a grid function 
ff,m,m by the combination 

uupl,mrl-\,mpl,mrl-\,m _j_ apl,mtl,m-l + ypl,ntrl-l,m-l (2.28) 
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Inn Figure 2.2, corresponding sections from the grids fl ' 1,m, fl ' ,m 1, fi'  1,m x and 
n ' , mm are shown. The squares mark locations for which function values are de-

Q Q l-l,m-l l-l,m-l a a l-\,m l-\,m 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

j.y-j.y-

D D 

D D 

0 0 

nnl,m-l l,m-l 

o o 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

D D 

X X 
D D 

1 1 

O O 

0 0 

XX 0 

0 0 

00 0 0 0 

X X 

oo o o o 

00 1 2 3 

Q/,mm Aj / 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

< < 

< < 

< < 

< < 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

o o 

o o 

XX o 

o o 

Ax" ! ! 

00 1 2 3 

Figuree 2.2: Sections of grids involved in combination 

finedd on 0 '_ 1 ' m _ 1. Likewise, the circles and the diamonds belong to 0 / _ 1 ' m and 
n / , m _ 1,, respectively. The cross (x) represents the location of the cell center, on 
ClCll,ml,m,, at which the combination (2.28) wil l be generated. For the prolongations 
plmfl-hmplmfhm-lplmfl-hmplmfhm-l a n d plmjrl-^m-i  ̂ w e t a k e l i n e ar c o mbinat ions of the func-
tionn values on grids Cll~l,m, f l / , m _1 and £1 'm _ 1, respectively, i.e., 

(( T}l,m fl',m'\ _ V ,l'-l,m'-m A',m' 

VV ; )ix,ix~hfi'^ fi'>i'  ' 
(2.29) ) 

Notee that in Figure 2.2 both z'x and j x are even; the i/>j,'y/'m'~m in (2.29) also corre-

spondd to this case, the dependence of the ty\r»'m ~m on i x and ;'x is suppressed in 

thee notation. The function values , 'T at positions (xf , y l ) , corresponding to the 
squares,, circles and diamonds, are expressed as Taylor series taken at the location 
off  the cross (x), yielding 

fi'ffi'f  - Ld D Xi',j 
p=0q=0p=0q=0 v 

I'-lm' I'-lm' ,Ax' ,Ax' yl'-lm' yl'-lm' 
YYi',f i',f 

AyAyn n \',m' \',m' 

&W3 &W3 (2.30) ) 
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where e 

// -4 -4 \ 
- 22 -2 

00 0 
[ X - I ,0]]  = [ Y < W ] T

 = 

V V 

(2.31) ) 

2 / / 
[ x o,- i ]]  = [ y - i , 0 ] T = ^ - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 j 

Notee that XÏT/'" 1'"™ and YvV'm'~m are scalars; they are elements of the matrices 
11 'J '  '1 J 

x/'_//m'_mll  a nd y/'_/,m'-

startt at zero, i.e., 
,, respectively. The indices on the matrix elements 

Again,, the matrices 

[A][A]  = 

vl'—l,m'—m vl'—l,m'—m 

jj  A0,o A0,i 

,, as given by (2.31), are valid andd Wl'-l>m'-

whenn ix and jx are both even, as in Figure 2.2. Combining equations (2.3), (2.29) 
andd (2.30), the following expression for the local error is obtained, 

p=0p=0 q=0 

(-l)'xA^VV  ((-l)i*Aymy^lfiZ 
iai i PW W 

(2.32) ) 

(2.33) ) 
+4+4 - ' 

++ T E U i ^ t y 1 - 1 (^->) ' ( ry1--1) ' . 

Thee factors (-1)'*  and (—1)'*  have been inserted to ensure that (2.32) is valid for 
arbitraryy ix and;'x while \pl'-l'm'-m\f |"x*'- /'m'-ml and [V''-''*'-« l are taken to 
correspondd to even ix and j x . We refer to (2.32) as the error expansion. We wil l now 
workk out the error coefficients <pP/q for two specific prolongations, i.e., for specific 
choicess of the interpolation weights ty/y . 

2.3.11 Piecewise-constant interpolation 

Forr the prolongations, the simplest choice is piecewise-constant interpolation, 
whichh amounts to taking 
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Fromm (2.33), we find that this leads to 

(( a +)S + 7 a + 7 a + 7 
/SS + 7 7 7 

ww = 00 + 7 7 7 7 7 

V V 
andd therefore, according to the error expansion (2.32), to 

„„  -J> r\,m 

J»J» = (« +/s+7-i)//;™x + (/s +7) E?=i((-i)' '*¥) - ^ 

++ («+7)Er=i((-i)'* éf)_ ,3?f k 

+ + 

' (x , ; x x 

(2.35) ) 

7E~=iE~i((- i)f x ¥) ) 

Fromm (2.36), it is apparent that, to obtain consistency, a. + jS + 7 = 1 must hold. 

(2.36) ) 

Thee [3, 3,0] piecewise-constant scheme. 

Forr a combination scheme that requires representation on only a single level of 
grids,, either 7 = 0o ra = j8 = 0 must hold. In principle, the choice 7 = 0 leaves 
uss the freedom of choosing « and 0, provided they satisfy a + jS = 1. However, 
wee only consider the choice a = f> = \. This choice is not completely arbitrary; it 
providess a symmetric dependence of the local error el,m on Ax1 and Aym. We thus 
obtainn the [5,5,0] piecewise-constant scheme, to which corresponds the following 
locall  error 

J,m J,m 
'ix,jx'ix,jx — 

Ax x 
ïEE W T p = ll  \ - / f  - q= 

Usingg (2.37) and (2.29), we obtain the following for 

ddVV
xxff

ll ''mm 1 oo , Ai/WX «#ƒƒ ' "

p!!  + 2 _ t j ^ J 2  ̂ 4! 
(2.37) ) 

pN,NpN,Neel,m l,m 

pN,NpN,Neel,m l,m 

%f %f 

(2.38) ) 
Too obtain the desired expression for  EN N , equation (2.38) is now substituted into 
(2.6),, yielding 

l|EN-NLL  s ^ = ^E , N
= 1x l , = 12 ' + » -2 N( 2 N

J 7 l7m ) 

{(^W+WIWL} --
(2.39) ) 
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Sincee the grids Cll,m extend over the unit square, we can write Ax' = 2 ' and 
Aymm = 2~m. Substitution of these relations into (2.39) gives 

I|EN'NLL s jqni£üLiü^2,«-M ' (2NN-7m) 
{2-*\\%f\l{2-*\\%f\l  + 2-«r\\dSfl}. 

Performingg the summations over / and m yields 

EEN,NN,N , f 2-(N+i>M-2-"(2P + l ) * f | | ^ 11 + dPf\\ \ 

Writingg out the first few terms of this error expansion gives 

I|EN'NLL s 1 ((i)w - (*)** ) {i*/ii-+11^/11- } 

+A((I) N-(I) N){II^L +IN J J 
so,, to leading order, 

(2-40) ) 

(2.41) ) 

(2.42) ) 

+ + 

?N,N ?N,N <ig)N{lia,/ LL  + K/L}^((|) N). (2.43) ) 

?N,N ?N,N 

Onn the finest grid ClN'N, the mesh widths in x- and y-directions are identical, h = 
AxAxNN = AyN = 2"N . Rewriting (2.43) in terms of this mesh width yields 

<< Ifc(2-log23) { | |3 x / |L + ||dj / /||w}  + O (fc(3-to&5) J . (2-44) 

Equationn (2.44) shows that the [5,5,0] piecewise-constant scheme has a represen-
tationn error of order 2 — log2 3 « 0.42. 

Ass a test of the above derivations, we examine the simple case ƒ (x, y) = x + y. This 
casee is particularly attractive because it allows us to obtain an explicit expression 
forr ||E^,N Ĥ  (in contrast to an upper bound). For ƒ (x, y) — x + y, equation (2.37) 
reducess to 

(2.45) ) e%e%hh=\((-ir*x=\((-ir*x ll + (~iy><Aym) 

andd thus 

pN,NpN,N _ 1 r N rl ?2N-l-m ( 2N - I - m \ r  lbl-N,m-N 
EEi*,hi*,h  ~ l ^ / = i ^ = i 2 ^ N-l )L>'>fYi',j'  (2.46) 

(i-i)(i-i) ee2-2-11 + ( - i y "2- m) . 

Forr piecewise-constant interpolation 

l-N,m-Nl-N,m-N x 

~<>\i^-"}-i>,\i*T»-"}-f' ~<>\i^-"}-i>,\i*T»-"}-f' ^} ^} (2.47) ) 
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wheree S is the Kronecker delta. Using (2.47), we transform (2.46) into 

Thiss expression is maximal for ix = jx = 0, thus 

-- (ir-or-
Numericall  tests show that, for ƒ (x, y) = x + y, the error || EN,N || ̂  is indeed exactly 

givenn by ( |) - ( j ) . 

(2.49) ) 

[1,1,, —1] piecewise-constant scheme. 

Equationn (2.36) reveals that when we take a + 7 = £ + 7 = 0, the error terms 
thatt depend only on Ax or only on Ay vanish. Combining these requirements with 
cccc + f> + 7 = 1 gives 

cccc = p = 1, 7 = - 1 . (2.50) 

Thiss choice of oc, jS and 7 constitutes the [1,1, —1] combination scheme. For the 
presentt case, [1,1,-1] combination with piecewise-constant interpolation, equation 
(2.36)) yields 

e\'e\'mm. . H !!  (<-*¥)' (<-"• f ) * ^ 
andd thus 

Substitutionn of (2.52) into (2.16) yields 

000 00 j-p—q 
£N,N £N,N <y<y  T 

7=10=11 r-H-p=\q=\ p=\q=\ 

11 N l 

°°/=lm=l l 

Asymptotically,, this yields 

E N ' 1 L ^ G ) N N | | W L + O ( ® N ) ' ' 

(2.51) ) 

pN.̂ 1LL | g ^ ( ^ y ( i y i M L . (,52) 

(2.53) ) 

(2.54) ) 
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inn terms of the mesh width h, this becomes 

EENN''NN <\hlog2h-1\\dxd1,f\\tllt + o(h) (2.55) ) 

Thus,, the [1,1, —1] piecewise-constant scheme has a representation error of order 

Againn we examine a simple test case, viz. ƒ (x, y) — xy, which yields 

:N,N :N,N i(6)"«-G)"'G) ' ' (2.56) ) 

Numericall  results confirm that representation of f{x,y) = xy by the [1,1,-1] 
piecewise-constantt scheme agrees with (2.56) within machine accuracy. 

[0,0,1]]  piecewise-constant scheme. 

Wee now consider the choice a = /J = 0,7 = l . This choice does not represent a 
reall  sparse-grid combination scheme because it constructs fN,N from only a single 
coarsee grid-function, e.g., from ƒ rN/2WN/2l . Yet, we do include the [0,0,1] scheme 
forr comparison, in particular with the [\, \, 0] scheme. We make this comparison 
becausee Hemker [2] pointed out that direct prolongation of ƒ rN/2l'r^/2l should be 
superiorr to the [\, \, 0] scheme. It wil l turn out that this is indeed true. The [0,0,1] 
piecewise-constantt local error is given by 

«ft.. = E?.l ((-!)'"  ¥ ) ' ^  + ï?.l ((-^  ¥ ) ' ^ 

therefore, , 

+EJUI?..*(¥)'(¥)1#«/|L--
Substitutionn of (2.58) into (2.26) yields 

| | pN ,N ||| < v-co 2 -N M-yW_ 2 + 1> [  HaPfll . IbPf l l I 

||tt ||TO < Lp^i-a 1 ^ - w L + V L 

or,, asymptotically. 

(2.57) ) 

(2.58) ) 

++ Uy=\ Liq=\ pTq\ 1-2P+4 

(2.59) ) 

:N,N N << 2 ( 2 - V 2 )N { | | 3 l / |L + | |V | | _}  + 0 ( ( i ) ^ (2.60) ) 
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Inn terms of the mesh width h, this reads 

EEKNKN <2f t1/2{ , |d ; t /| |oo + | |ay / | |o o}  + o w (2.61) ) 

Wee see that for piecewise-constant interpolation, the [0,0,1] scheme has a repre-
sentationn error of order \, which is superior to the order 2 - log2 3 « 0.42 for the 
[ j ,, 5,0] piecewise-constant scheme. 

2.3.22 Piecewise bi-linear  interpolation 

Next,, we consider bi-linear interpolation as a means of prolongation. The prolon-
gationss are therefore described by the following interpolation weights 

[ r i.-i ;;  = Ik Ik 
= = u u 

* \ \ 
\. \. 

4/ / 
^ ^ = = u u 

r r 
= = 

// 0 0 \ 0 

VV 0 0 \ 0 

leadingg to the following error coefficients 

ww = 

(( a + /3 + 7 0 (/3 + 7)A0,2 (j6 + 7)A0,3 
00 0 0 0 

(aa + 7)A2,0 0 7A2,2 7^2,3 
(aa + 7)A3/0 0 7A3/2 7A33 

__ (-3)P+3 (-3)<+3 
AAp>qp>q - — 3 — ^ — 

andd the following local error expansion 

((~o'*¥) ) 
'lx,)x 'lx,)x 

,, (-3)P+3 (-3)9+3 
A P^^  = ^ 4 -

== (a + iS + 7-l)^.)<+(a + 7)E~= 2A p,o 

tf+7)quAotf+7)quAo44((-iy^)'^ ((-iy^)'^ 
77 Ep=2 TLq=2 ^p,Cj 

( (-i)^)'((-i)^)<*f^ , , 

+ + 

(2.62) ) 

(2.63) ) 

(2.64) ) 

Again,, for consistency, we must have oc + /J + 7 = 1. 
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[j,[j,  \, 0] piecewise-bi-linear  scheme. 

Forr bi-linear interpolation, the choice a = 0 = 5,7 = 0 gives the following expan-
sionn for the local error 

Wee write the first terms of the summations separately, yielding 

(2.65) ) 

ppll ''mm - h {{  (A*» ) 2 aj/ft . + (Ay» f qfc,} + * E ? = 3^ 
{((-D'-¥)'i«^ ,, + ((-i)'"¥)'i9/£3.} -

(2.66) ) 

Forr  the prolongation of the local error  we obtain 

ppN,N,NeNel,l,mm = ^i;v^
m-N{(A^) 2d^ + (Ay-)2d ĵ 

{((-!)'¥)'«## + ( ( - l )^ ) P^}  (2.67) 
== è { ( A ^ ) 2 a J /̂  + (Ay'«)2d2/ }̂ 

+0^(A^) 33 + (Aym)3V 

Inn obtaining (2.67), use has been made of the following property of bi-linear inter-
polation n 

£xp\7^'m'Nf'mm = PN - V m = /N-N + O ((A*') 2 + (Aym)2) . (2.68) 

Substitutionn of (2.67) into (2.6) yields 

EENN<<NN = § ( I ) N {^/ N ' N + ^ / N ' N } + 0 ( ( ^ ) N ) < <2-69> 

or,, in terms of the mesh width h, 

EEN,NN,N = Ifc(3-log25) { a ^ N / N + a2 / N , N | + 0 ^ ( 4 - l og29 )^ { 2 7 Q) 

Thus,, the 2, \ -bi-linear combination scheme has a representation error of order 
33 - log2 5 « 0.68. 
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[1,1,, -1] piecewise-bi-linear  scheme. 

Justt as for the piecewise-constant case, taking a. + 7 = /? + 7 = 0 removes the error 
termss that depend only on Ax or only on Ay. So, again the choice a = jS = 1,7 = 
—11 raises the order of the local error. For this choice we obtain 

IjnIjn _ r oo r oo (-3)P+3 (-3)«+3 (, 1 V x A ; < A P 

 ' (2.71) 

Substitutionn of (2.71) into (2.16) yields 

rN,NrN,N _ « o r"50 2-P-1 (~3)P+3 (-3)9+3 CC — Lp=2 Uq=l -pTqT ^—3 3 

which,, in leading order, can be written as 

(2.72) ) 

T:N,NT:N,N _ 3 1 -
fcfc " 6 41 " (ï)N^?/N 'NN + ̂ ((ï)N)^ (2-73) 

(2.75) ) 

or,, in terms of the mesh width h, 

EEN,NN,N = _ 3_h2log2h-r^fN,N + 0 („2) , ( 2 7 4) 

So,, the [1,1, —l]-bi-linear scheme has a representation error of order h2 log2 h~l. 

[0,0,1]]  piecewise-bi-linear scheme. 

Forr cc = p = 0, 7 = 1 and prolongation by bi-linear interpolation we obtain 

+Ö+Ö  ( ( A ^ ) 3 + (Aym)3 + (Ax')2 (Aym)2\ . 

Substitutionn of (2.75) into (2.26) yields, asymptotically, 

EENN--NN = 2 ^ " {%f™ + %f™} + 0 tt\y\ . (2.76) 

Inn terms of the mesh width h, this reads 

EENN''NN = 2h {d2
xf

N>N + d j / * ' " }  + O (h2) . (2.77) 

Wee see that, for bi-linear interpolation, the [0,0,1] scheme has a representation 
errorr of order 1, which is superior to the order 3 - log2 5 « 0.68 for the [\, \, 0] 
bi-linearr scheme. 
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2.3.33 A numerical test 

Wee now turn to analyzing the representation error, correspondingg to the [1,1, —1] 
piecewise-bi-linearr scheme, for a specific example. We take 

f(x,y)f(x,y) = $in(7zx) sin(ny) (2.78) 

andd compare the numerically observed error with the expression for the leading-
orderr error term (2.73) and with the full error expansion (2.72). According to (2.73), 
thee error corresponding to (2.78) is given by 

£ N,NN _ _3£ QyNsin{„ xN)sin{7n,y) + o tt\y) . (2.79) 

Inn Figure 2.3, the solid line represents the analytical result (2.79) for the leading-
orderr error term, the dotted line represents the numerically observed error. We 
considerr the pointwise error measured at a grid point nearest to x = y = \ (four 
gridd points qualify, but due to the symmetry of the function this is not a prob-
lem).. From Figure 2.3, it appears that the experimental error is indeed converg-
ingg to the analytical leading-order result as N increases. In Table 2.1, the ratio 

(EL$c~a!!  " E^c"al) /(EÏÏy , ic,d " ' S * * ) «  M* *  &» overal values of N. 
Tablee 2.1 indicates that E ^ ^ - E ^e r i c al = O ((1/4)N), as it should be ac-

cordingg to (2.73). Figure 2.4 displays ENrN for N = 4,5,6. In this Figure, we do 
indeedd recognize the product of sines prescribed by (2.79). 

Ass a test of the validity of the error expansion (2.72), the numerically observed er-
rorr is also compared with higher-order approximations of the error. The expansion 
(2.72)) is evaluated for the test case (2.78) up to p + q < 4,5,6,7,8 and compared 
withh the numerically observed error. The results are displayed in Table 2.2. Table 
2.22 clearly suggests that the series (2.72) converges to the numerically observed 
error,, as max(p + q) increases. 

2.3.44 Discussion 

Inn this section, the local errors ê,m were determined for the [\, \f 0], [1,1, —1] and 
[0,0,1]]  piecewise-constant and piecewise-bi-linear schemes. The local errors were 
insertedd into the expressions for the representation error ENrN, yielding error re-
sultss for the six schemes. For the piecewise-constant schemes, upper bounds were 
givenn instead of pointwise expressions. The motivation for this is that for point-
wisee expressions for the piecewise-constant schemes, the summation over the grid 
off  grids cannot be performed due to the factors (—X)1*? and (—iy'x*  in the local 
errorr ê,m. This complication does not appear for the bi-linear schemes since for 
thesee schemes the leading-order term corresponds to p = q = 2, which guarantees 
thatt (-1)'*P = (-!)/* « = 1. 
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Thee [1,1,-1] piecewise-bi-linear scheme is clearly the most interesting of the 
schemess considered since it has the smallest approximation error. In fact, the 
[j,[j,  j , 0] and [0,0,1] schemes were only included for comparison, they are not in-
tendedd for actual use. When the leading-order error result is insufficient (on coarse 
gridss or when higher derivatives are not small), it may be necessary to predict the 
errorr with the full error expansion. For the [1,1, —1] piecewise-bi-linear scheme, 
thee full error expansion is given by (2.72). 

10" " 

10" " 

111 1 
10"' ' 

10"' ' 

10" " 

analyticall (leading order) 

X X 

numerical l 

5 5 
N N 

Figuree 2.3: Numerically observed error converges to analytical leading-order result for N 
00 0 

N N 

3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

p N - l , N - l _ r - N - l , N - l l 
analyticall  numerical 

analyticall  numerical 

3.7553 3.7553 
3.9332 2 
3.9817 7 
3.9962 2 
3.9984 4 
3.9996 6 

Tablee 2.1: Orders of convergence 
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0.04--

0.03 3 

0.02--

0.011 -

00 0 00 0 00 0 

Figuree 2.4: Spatial error distributions for N = 4,5,6 

max(pp + (j) 

4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

F4 ' 44 _ F4 ' 4 

analyticalanalytical numerical oo o 
0.0131 1 
0.0068 8 
0.0036 6 
0.0010 0 
0.0005 5 

Tablee 2.2: Higher-order error approximations 
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2.44 Extension to three dimensions 

Thee current derivation for the sparse-grid representation error can easily be ex-
tendedd to three spatial dimensions. The given function ƒ (x, y, z) is then restricted 
too grids Cil'm'n satisfying l + m + n = N-2,N-1,N. The total number of de-
greess of freedom contained in these grids is given by 2N (N2 - 3N + 2) - 1. The 
three-dimensionall  representations are taken to satisfy 

(( fl'm'n, for / + m + n < N, 
fl,m,nfl,m,n _ J T ^O v">0 Y~"0 

a/',m',«'p/,m,nn ft+l',m+m'ji+n'  tor I+  1tl + n> N, 

== 0, (2.80) 0,0,0 0 a a 
ftft-l,m',n'-l,m',n' = 0 i f / = 0, 

aJ',-i,«'' = oifm = 0, 

aJ>' , -ii  = o if n = 0. 

Thee last three relations ensure mat no reference is made to non-existing grid-
functions.. Note that, due to the last three relations, the coefficients otl''m''n' are 
noww dependent on /, m and n. This dependence is suppressed in the notation. The 
locall  error is now given by 

00 0 0 
eel,m,nl,m,n _ V"1 V"" Y"1

 0tl
,An',v!-pl,m,n2l+V,m+m',n+n'_ rl,m,n (28Y\ 

J'=-ll  m'=-\ n '=-l 

Thee recursive relation for El'm'n, for the three-dimensional case, reads 

00 0 0 
£l,m,n£l,m,n _ el,m,n _j_ y y y ^',m'',n' pl,m,n £*+ƒ',m+m',n+n' /« g2} 

/ ' = - lm '= - lH '= - l l 

Forr the two-dimensional case, the optimal combination scheme was found to be 
[a[a  — p = l,y = — l] . For the three-dimensional case, the choice 

a-i,o,oo =ao,-i,o =ao,o,-i  = a-i,-i,-i  = ! 
«-1,-1,00 = a - i , o , - i  = fto,-i,-i = _ x (2-83) 

representss the optimal combination scheme. Analogous to (2.16) for the [oc = p = 
1// 7 = -1] scheme, the combination scheme given by (2.83) leads to 

£N,N,N£N,N,N _ y pN,N,Nel,m,n Q 84) 

0</,m,n<N N 
N<l+m+n N<l+m+n 
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Too evaluate (2.84), we need the following equivalent form 

£N,N,N£N,N,N _ yN YL pN,N,Ngl,mjO 

++ ËN ËL pN,NrNel,0,n 
++ T  ̂ T1 pN,N,Ne0,m,n 
,, /V-N r<N x^N r N - 2 r N - l - l r N - ! - m \ pN,N,NJ,ffl,H 

++ \L,l=l  Um=\ Un=\ ~ L.i=\ t-mi=\ ^n=l J r c 

(2.85) ) 
Justt as for the two-dimensional case, the combination scheme given by (2.80) and 
(2.83)) can be expressed in a direct form that expresses fN>N>N directly in terms of 
thee coarse representations {fJ'm'n,l + m + n = N -2,N - 1 , N } . The direct form 
reads s 

/ / 

2N,N,N2N,N,N _ 
ƒ ƒ 

\ \ 

EE -*  E + E 
0<l,m,n<N0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 

VV  l+m+n=N l+m+n=N-l  l+m+n=N-2 J 

Thee three-dimensional local error is given by 

J,m,nJ,m,n _ _ rl,m,n 

pN,N,Nfl,m,n^pN,N,Nfl,m,n^ (2.86) 

Lm,nLm,n rl,m,n . r^oo v->oo T->°° A\ 
xx _ _-fix,;xJtx+i-p=o2-,=oi-r=0?,MJ' 

C-1^)''' (<-»̂ *r)*  (tii^ y *pffi» , 
AA _ y-o \-o v̂ o v"1-2'' v1-2»* ' r* 1-2»' /v^mV 
<Pp,q,r<Pp,q,r = l w ' = - l Um'=-\ 2-m'=-\ *-i= 0 ^ ; '=0 ^-*=0 tt 

tJ',m',n'' / Y l ' y , « f (vl',m',n'\  ̂ (7V,m',n'\r 

Vi,j,kVi,j,k \\jM ) [hi*  ) \f-i,j*  ) ' 

where e 

i,j,k i,j,k 
y,l',m',ri y,l',m',ri 

2f,m',ri 2f,m',ri 

==  -4-1'+ 2(1-1% 

==  -4 - m'+ 2(1-m')j, 

==  - 4 - n' + 2 ( l -n ' ) * . 

(2.87) ) 

(2.88) ) 

(2.89) ) 

2.4.11 Piecewise-constant interpolation 

<y,m',ri <y,m',ri Forr piecewise-constant interpolation, the interpolation weights ip.U' are given 

by y 

$:!i'$:!i' nn'' = Si-l-VÖ}-2-m'Sk-2-n>- (2-90) 

Substitutionn of (2.90) into (2.88) yields 

o o o o 
<Pp4S=<Pp4S= E E E (fy+l+Wp) (5m'+\+5m>öq) (<*n'+l + <*TA ) * 

l'=-lm'=-ln'=-l l'=-lm'=-ln'=-l 

l',m',n' l',m',n' 

(2.91) ) 
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Substitutionn of (2.91) into (2.87) and next of (2.87) into (2.81) yields 

:N,N,N :N,N,N i^(jfi^AfLi^(jfi^AfL + oU[l AT T 

(2.92) ) 

or,, in terms of the mesh width, 

?N,N,N ?N,N,N 
<< ~h log*  h-1 ||3x3y3z/L + ° {hlog2^_1)  (2-93) 

Thus,, in three-dimensions, the piecewise-constant scheme has a representation er-
rorr of order h \og  ̂h~l. 

2.4.22 Piecewise tri-linea r  interpolation 

Forr tri-linear interpolation, the tpl. '™ 'n are given by 

rr00 r0 r° vl'y,m'n' 
Lél'=-\Lél'=-\  Lm'=-l  2-M'=- 1 Ki A; Xk ' (2.94) ) 

Substitutionn of (2.94) into (2.88) yields 

( V + l 1 ^^  + 4,4,) (Snl+l^p* +6n,6,) «<>'-»'. ( Z 9 5) 

Substitutionn of (2.95) into (2.87) and next of (2.87) into (2.81) yields 

££ - Lp=2 Lq=2 Vlxy) + Lp=2 Lr=2 VjxzY 

++ Y<q=2 Er=2 Vlyz) ' + £~=2 T%=2 1 ^2 (*7*yz) ' ' / 
(2.96) ) 
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where e 

,„„  M _ (-3)r  + 3(-3)< + 32-»'-« f f ,_,,,_„, 

,, ,p,r _ (-3)P + 3 (-3)' + 3 2-P" ft  ,_,„_„, . 
( , ' 2)) = 4 4 pM &tl 

E
.,,l-N,-N,n~N/.,,l-N,-N,n~N/ -1 Vxp+fcxr:)P:y f''0'" 

ii  \q,r _ (~3) +3 (—3) + 32 r-1 y"1 j-mq-nr 

(*.)) = —4— 4 ,!r! i l i a 
E .-N,m-N,r-N.-N,m-N,r-N(( 1 y'x<?+frxr;tf;ir rO,m,n 

^ix,/x^xx ^ J V^«x,;x,fcx' 
// xjw = (-3)P + 3 (-3)*  + 3 (-3)r + 3 2-P-^r 

WW'WW' 4 4 4 p!q!r! 

( NN N N N-2N-l-lN-l-m\ 
E E E -EE E E 
|=lm=ln=ll  2=1 m=l n=l / 

2~lp-mq-nr2~lp-mq-nr y ^l-N,m-N,n-N 

Ix*/x,* x x 

(-i) lxP+;'^ +fcxra?3?^//Xfcx--

Thee corresponding leading-order term is 

EV V N,N,NN _ 9 9 
''MM  1024 

N2g)N3^a^- NN + o(N(i)N), (2.97) 

or,, in terms of the mesh width, 

*$**$*  = mf l°£ k-l!&ftf$" +° O"2 '°fe *_1)  (298) 

Thus,, the three-dimensional piecewise-tri-linear scheme has a representation error 
off  order/^logjfr-1. 

2.4.33 The semi-sparse grid 

Thee combination procedure in the current section started with restricting ƒ (x, y, z) 
too grids Cil'm,n satisfying l + m + n = N -2,N -1,N. Asan alternative, we now 
considerr the semi-sparse approach as introduced in [3], which amounts to restrict-
ingg the function to the grids Cll'm,n satisfying l + m + n =  2N - 2,2N - 1,2N, 
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causingg the number of degrees of freedom to increase to 22N_3(7AT2 4- 29N + 1). 
Thiss is an asymptotically two-dimensional complexity, as opposed to the one-
dimensionall  complexity of the sparse-grid approach. Of course, the semi-sparse 
approachh is expected to have a smaller representation error. 

Forr the semi-sparse, three-dimensional combination technique, the representations 
aree taken to satisfy 

'l,m,n'l,m,n _ 

fl,m,nfl,m,nf f 

* - / ' = - !!  pl,m,n ?l+l',m+m',n+n' 

forr I + ttt + n < IN, 

forr / + m + n > 2N. 
(2.99) ) 

Thee coefficients ocl''m''n' are again taken to be given by (2.88), yielding the following 
directt form of the semi-sparse combination technique 

/ • • 

'N,N,N'N,N,N _ == E 0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 

l+m+n=2N l+m+n=2N 

-22 E 0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 

l+m+n=2N-l l+m+n=2N-l 

++ E 0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 

l+m+n=2N-2 l+m+n=2N-2 
pN,N,Np,m,n pN,N,Np,m,n 

\ \ 

++ E 

V V 
m=N m=N 

0<l,n<N 0<l,n<N 

l+m+n=2N-l l+m+n=2N-l 

++ E n=N n=N 

0<l,m<N 0<l,m<N 

l+m+n=2N-ll+m+n=2N-l  ) 

l=N l=N 

0<m,n<N 0<m,n<N 

l+m+n=2N-l l+m+n=2N-l 
pN,N,NpN,N,N fl,m,n 

(2.100) ) 
Thee error coefficients (pw are the same as for the truely-sparse approach, e.g., 
forr piecewise-constant prolongation they are given by (2.91) and for piecewise-tri-
linearr prolongation they are given by (2.95). The representation error is now given 
by y 

£N,N£N,NffNN _ y el,m,n 

0<l,m,n<N 0<l,m,n<N 

2N<l+m+n 2N<l+m+n 

Forr piecewise-constant prolongation, the error expansion reads 

(2.101) ) 

000 00 00 

E N . N .NN = L L L (^«) , 
p=lq=lr=lp=lq=lr=l  v ' 

where e 

((„constt ̂  "'1'r _ 
HxyzHxyz J -

j-p—q-rj-p—q-r N N N 

HH H £ i-lp-mq-nr 
1=11=1 m=N+l-l  n=2N+\-l-m 

J-NJ-Nffm-N,n-'N m-N,n-'N 

vWvW s 
E ^l-N,m-N,n-N^l-N,m-N,n-N{{_<,_<, yxP+jxq+kxr^P^^r (\,m,n 

' X / / x / *X X 
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Thee corresponding leading-order result is 

IK-ri LL *  hNl 6)N ™><™ +o (N ( Ï ) N )
or,, in terms of the mesh width, 

Forr piecewise-tri-linear prolongation, the error expansion reads 

EEKN,NKN,N = £ £ £ ^ » , 

where e 

( l i n \ ^ ' rr
 = (~3)P + 3 (-3)« + 3 (-3)r + 3 2-P-^-r 

l ^ VV 4 4 4 p!q!r! 
NN N N 

EE E E 
/=11 m=N+l-/ n=2N+l-/-m 
n-lp-mq-nrn-lp-mq-nr y 1 ^J-N,m-N,n-N 

'x//xAx x 

vv ' " i - / ' xJxAx 

Thee corresponding leading-order term is 

rN,N,NrN,N,N _ * 
«,ƒ,**  1024 N

22 A 

or,, in terms of the mesh width, 

9 9 

(2.102) ) 

(2.103) ) 

(2.104) ) 

(2.105) ) 

E^ N ' NN = WÜ* l°&  h-X*$&w!*  + ° {h*  lo82 h-1)  (2-106) 

2.4.44 A numerical test 

Ass a test of the derivations in the current section, consider the following test case 

f(x,y,z)f(x,y,z) = sin(Trjt) sin(7ry) sin(7rz). 

Inn Figures 2.5 and 2.6, the first-order error expressions (2.97) and (2.105) for 
thee sparse and the semi-sparse schemes, respectively, are compared with corre-
spondingg numerical results. The errors are evaluated at a grid point nearest to 
xx = y = z = j (eight grid points qualify but due to the symmetry of the function 
thiss is not a problem). From Figures 2.5 and 2.6, it appears that the asymptotic 
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expressionss (2.97) and (2.105) indeed describe the numerical error of the sparse 
andd the semi-sparse schemes, respectively, for N — oo. Convergence of the error 
expansionss (2.96) and (2.104) for the sparse and the semi-sparse schemes to the 
correspondingg numerical results as max(p + q + r) — oo is shown in Figures 2.7 
andd 2.8, respectively. 

2.4.55 Discussion 

Inn the current section, the error analysis introduced in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 was ex-
tendedd to three dimensions. Besides the sparse grid, also a so-called semi-sparse 
gridd was considered. The semi-sparse grid was shown to have a representation er-
rorr of O (h4 logj h~l J. If the (semi-) sparse-grid representation error would be the 
onlyy error to deal with, then the semi-sparse-grid approach would be superior to 
thee sparse-grid approach. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9, in which the numerically 
observedd error at a grid point nearest tox = y = z = ^is plotted versus the num-
berr of degrees of freedom for the tri-linear sparse and semi-sparse schemes, for 
thee test function f(x,y,z) = sin(^rx) sin(7ry) sin(nz). Figure 2.9 suggests that the 
semi-sparse-gridd approach yields a smaller error for the same number of degrees 
off  freedom than the sparse-grid approach. However, this suggestion is misleading 
sincee the sparse-grid representation error is not the only relevant error. 

Inn the current setup, the sparse and semi-sparse representations fN>N>N are 
piecewise-constantt or piecewise-rf-linear and hence contain an additional error of 
OO (h) or O (h2), respectively, when evaluated outside grid points. A sensible com-
parisonn of the sparse and semi-sparse approaches includes this error. In Figure 
2.10,, the sparse and semi-sparse approaches are again compared, now with inclu-
sionn of the Ö (h2) tri-linear representation error. This error is included by com-
paringg the average of grid-function-values nearest to x = y = z = \ with the 
exactt value at * = y = z = ^. From Figure 2.10, it is apparent that when the tri-
linearr representation error on the finest grid is included, the sparse-grid approach 
yieldss a smaller error than the semi-sparse-grid approach for the same number 
off  degrees of freedom, as was expected. In Figure 2.10, we also plotted the con-
ventionall  tri-linear representation error at * = y = z = \ versus the complexity 
off  the conventional grid, 23N. Figure 2.10 clearly indicates that for the current 
testt function, the sparse-grid representation is more efficient than the conventional 
representationn and, for more than 105 degrees of freedom, the semi-sparse repre-
sentationn is also more efficient than conventional representation, but less efficient 
thann a truely-sparse representation. 

Iff  we would only be interested in the solution at grid points of the finest grid 
ClClNN''N,NN,N,, then we might argue that there is no reduction in representation error 
forr the semi-sparse approach and hence that the semi-sparse approach is more ef-
ficientt than the truely-sparse approach. However, so far, we have assumed that 
thee function ƒ is known exactly at the points contained in the coarse grids. Of 
course,, when solving a differential equation this is not true. Then, the coarse-grid 
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functionss are subject to a discretization error. In general, a discretization error of 
orderr O (̂ coarse) o n m e coarse grids leads to an error of order Ö (hn) on the finest 
gridd nN 'N ' ^ . Therefore, a very common discretization error of Ö (h\oaxse)

 ak ° Te~ 
ducess the representation error of the semi-sparse approach to Ö (h2). To exploit the 

OO ( h* log*  ft-1 J representation error of the semi-sparse approach, a discretization 

off  Ö (hoarse) would be required. However, if such a discretization were feasible, 
thenn it would be wiser to stick to the conventional full grid, since this would be 
moree efficient then. 

2.55 Discontinuous functions 

Inn this section, we do not require ƒ to be a smooth function. In particular, we exam-
inee the behavior of the error in the case that ƒ is a two-dimensional step function 
off  the type 

ff  - 1 , (1 + A)*  + ( 1 - A ) y < l . 
f{x,y)f{x,y) ={  0, (1 + \)x + (1 - A)y - 1. (2.107) 

{{  +1, (1 + A)*  + ( 1 - A ) y > l . 

Wee wil l obtain expressions for the local error el,m directly from its defining equation 
(2.3)) by substitution of values for a, f>, 7 and ifi'J1. In general, we have 

++ TlioX^oV^ 1'" 1 (2.108) ) 

wheree XJjm' and YJ'j™' are given by (2.31) and where the coefficients ^Jjm' de-
terminee the prolongation. Since now f{x,y) is a step function, we assume that 
prolongationn by bi-linear interpolation wil l not be superior to piecewise-constant 
interpolation.. Hence, we wil l only consider piecewise-constant interpolation. For 
piecewise-constantt interpolation, ip.  is given by (2.34). Substitution of (2.34) into 
(2.108)) yields 

(2.109) ) 
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10' ' 

analyticall (leading order) 

numericall * 

22 4 6 100 12 14 16 18 20 
N N 

Figuree 2.5: Convergence of the sparse-grid representation error to the analytical result 

10" " 

^analyticall (leading order) 

Figuree 2.6: Convergence of the semi-sparse-grid representation error to the analytical result 
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0.4 4 

analyticall (partial power series) 

88 9 100 11 
max(p+q+r) ) 

122 13 14 

Figuree 2.7: Convergence of the power series for the sparse-grid representation error 

Figuree 2.8: Convergence of the power series for the semi-sparse-grid representation error 
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100 10 
degreess of freedom 

Figuree 2.9: Sparse and semi-sparse representation errors (numerical), the conventional rep-
resentationn error is neglected 

10' ' 10"" 10 
degreess of freedom 

Figuree 2.10: Conventional, sparse and semi-sparse representation errors (numerical), sparse 
andd semi-sparse errors include the conventional representation error 
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2.5.11 The [5,5,0] piecewise-constant scheme. 

Forr « = (6 = 1,7 = - ! , the local error el,m takes the form 

-fÜn-fÜn + \f (Xl + (-^TWx ) + |/ (^x' C + ("1) / X ^ ^ " 
(2.110) ) 

Thiss expression is only non-zero for a limited number of points, determined by the 
linee (1 + X)x + (1 — A)y = 1. In Figure 2.11, black triangles have been drawn that 
correspondd to equation (2.110). Triangles that are intersected by the line (1 + X)x + 

^ ^ 
^ ^ 

^ ^ Jk Jk 
^ || / ? ? 

w^ w^ L. . 
w* w* 

* * 

x
r r k. . 

QQ2i 2i 

^ ^ 
^ ^ 

^ ^ 
^ ^ 

^ ^ 
^ ^ 

- B ^ ^ 

> > // k. 
W^ W^ k. . 
^ ^ k. . 
^ ^ 

1-X1-X 0
m 

Figuree 2.11: Counting errors, |, j combination 

(11 - X)y = 1 correspond to points for which e1,m is of order 1 (proportional to the 
step).. The number of triangles that are intersected is assumed to be proportional 

too max (2!, \$2m\ if A > 0 and A ^ 1, and to max (j$2l, 2m\ if A < 0 and A ^ 

- 1 .. Thus, for A > 0 and A / l , there is a K € R such that for all / > 0 and tn > 0 

A,m A,m <2 <2 --mmKmax{2Kmax{211,,1 1 

11 + A 
(2.111) ) 
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Forr the [5,5,0] scheme, the representation error EN'N is given by (2.6), which we 
usee to obtain the following expression for || EN,N ||, 

l£N' N|lii  = EN—11 9—n x^n 
n=00 z *-i= 

nn ^ pN,N eeN-i,N-n+i N-i,N-n+i 

__ WV- lo -ny -n f M 1 \\„N-i,N-n+i\\ 
-- L.n=Q A l<i=0  I l J \\e Hi-

Substitutionn of (2.111) into (2.112) gives 

l|£N'NHii  < ^ E ^ - 0
1 2 - " l X o ( " ) 2 " - 2 N m a x ( ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ » + ') 

<< K Ejio12"" ET=0 f " J 2""2N max (2N- f , 2N"" +I') 

== * L^o12""  U=o ( " ] 2~N m ax (2"-^ 2') 

(2.112) ) 

(2.113) ) 

< < 21-N-En
Nr 0

1SL„(^)2 --

Thus, , 

£N,N N 
N> > 

Rewritingg the last equation in terms of the mesh width yields 

EN'NHH  =o(h2-lo&23). 

(2.114) ) 

(2.115) ) 

Notee that we have taken A > 0, A ̂  1. It is obvious that A < 0, A ^ — 1 gives the 
samee result. Thus, for a step function described by (2.107), the [5,5,0] piecewise-
constantt scheme has a representation error of order 2 - log2 3 « 0.42. 

2.5.22 The [1,1, —1] piecewise-constant scheme. 

Forr cc = {}  = l,y = —1, the local error el,m takes the form 

-- / ( < + (-i),'x^yf x + ( - i y ^ ) . 
(2.116) ) 

Thiss expression is also only non-zero for a limited number of points, determined 
byy the line (1 + A)x + (1 — A)y = 1. In Figure 2.12, rectangles have been drawn 
thatt correspond to equation (2.110). Squares that are cut, through a horizontal 
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— ' ' 

/ / 

y y 

Q.Q.11' ' > > 

/ / 
7^ 7^ / / 

l-Xl-X 7m 
1+X X 

Figuree 2.12: Counting errors, 1,1, -1 combination 

andd a vertical side, by the line (1 + A)x + (1 — X)y = 1 correspond to points for 
whichh el,m is of order 1 (proportional to the step). The number of rectangles that 
aree cut, through a horizontal and a vertical side, is assumed to be proportional to 

minn h!, j=^2m) if A > 0 and A £ 1, and to min (W%21, 2m) if A < 0 and A ^ 

- 1 .. Thus, for A > 0 and A ^ 1, there is a K e R such that for all / > 0 and m > 0 

eel,m l,m / - mK m i n ( 2 / ,, l 

11 + A 
(2.117) ) 

Forr the [1,1,-1] scheme, the representation error EN,N is given by (2.16), from 
whichh we obtain the following relation for 11 EN,N 11 x 

£N,N £N,N 
N-ll  n 

a < E E E 
w=00 i'=0 

Substitutionn of (2.117) into (2.118) gives 

,N-i,N-n+i ,N-i,N-n+i (2.118) ) 

?N,N\ ?N,N\ <<  K E „ N - 0
1 n i

= o 2 " -2 N m i n ( i ^ 2N - U A ' - n + ; ) 

<< K En=0 U=0 2" " 2 N m i n (2N~l' 2N~n+i) 
==  2 -N K E ^ o

1n= On T i n ( 2 " - ' , 20 
__ 7 l - N „ v N - l T-"/2?! 
-- z KLn=0 2-rf=0z 

(2.119) ) 

Rewritingg in terms of the mesh width yields 

?N,N ?N,N OO (h1'2) . (2.120) ) 
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Thus,, for a step function described by (2.107), the [1,1,-1] piecewise-constant 
schemee has a representation error of order \. 

2.5.33 The [0,0,1] piecewise-constant scheme 

Forr cc = f> = 0,7 = 1, the local error é'm takes the form 

J,mJ,m _ rim , W j , t iVx A *  ,.m , / 1 Wx A F 
CC = - C + / K + (-!)lx ̂ yf x + (-D;X (2.121) ) 

Thiss expression is again only non-zero for a limited number of points, deter-
minedd by the line (1 + A)x + (1 - X)y = 1. In Figure 2.13, diagonal lines have 
beenn drawn that correspond to equation (2.121). Diagonal lines that are cut by 

Q2,3 3 

l+X l+X 

Figuree 2.13: Counting errors, 7 = 1 combination 

(11 + A)x + (1 — A)y = 1 correspond to points for which el,m is of order 1 (pro-
portionall  to the step). The number of diagonal lines that are cut is assumed to 

bee proportional to max (ll, \^lm) if A > 0 and A ^ 1, and to max (j^2l, 2m) 

iff  A < 0 and A ^ - 1 . Thus, for A > 0 and A ^ 1, there is a K G R such that for all 
II  > 0 and m > 0 

,l,m ,l,m -l-m -l-m < 2 - '_ mK m axx 2', 
A. . 

1 +A A 
(2.122) ) 
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Forr the 7 = 1 scheme, the representation error ENrN is given by (2.26), from which 
wee obtain the following relation for 11 EN,N 111 

N-l N-l 
j;N,N j;N,N 

(2.124) ) 

<< £ *'  ,  <2 1 2 3> 
11 l=N/2 * 

Substitutionn of (2.122) into (2.123) gives 

-- *((*)"-(J)" ) • 
Rewritingg in terms of the mesh width yields 

EEN,NN,N = a M /2\ (2.125) 

Thus,, for a step function described by (2.107), the [0,0,1] piecewise-constant 
schemee has a representation error of order \. 

2.5.44 A numerical test 

Too test the validity of the conclusion that the [1,1, —1] scheme has a representation 
errorr of order Ö (fc1//2) for the representation of a discontinuous function of the 
typee (2.107), we now represent (2.107), with the [1,1, -1] combination scheme, for 
AA = 0 (a diagonal line through the domain). In Table 2.3, the representation error in 
thee Ij-norm is listed for N = 2 ,3 , . . ., 12, together with convergence ratios. Table 
2.33 shows that the Li-norm of the representation error on sparse grids with N even 
iss twice as small as on N - 1, while going from even N to (odd) N +1 actually leads 
too a small rise in error. The explanation that the diagonal step function is better 
representedd for N even than for N odd is that for N even there is a grid fl N/2'N/2 

withinn the set of coarse grids {0 / ,m, J + m = N - 1, N} on which the diagonal step 
functionn can be reasonably described. A more important observation is that the 
averagee convergence ratio (rightmost column) seems to tend to y/l, as it should 
accordingg to (2.120). 

2.5.55 Discussion 

Inn the current section, it was shown that the combination technique has a represen-
tationn error of order Ö (h1/2 j when a step function is represented. This accuracy 

cann also be obtained by interpolating solely from the grid nN / 2 N / 2 , e.g., by con-
ventionall  representation on the grid ON / 2 , N / 2 which contains less degrees of free-
domm than the set of coarse grids {0 ; 'm, / + m = N - 1, N}  comprising the sparse 
grid.. For the representation of genuinely discontinuous functions, the combination 
techniquee is not superior to conventional representation. 
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N N 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 

l l ^ l l i i 
0.125000 0 
0.187500 0 
0.093750 0 
0.109375 5 
0.054688 8 
0.058594 4 
0.029297 7 
0.030273 3 
0.015137 7 
0.015381 1 
0.007690 0 

l l ^ l l i i 

0.666667 7 
2.000000 0 
0.857143 3 
2.000000 0 
0.933333 3 
2.000000 0 
0.967742 2 
2.000000 0 
0.984127 7 
2.000000 0 

/ | | E N - 2 , W - 2 | | \Z Z 

\\ ll £N' NHl ) 

1.154701 1 
1.309307 7 
1.309307 7 
1.366260 0 
1.366260 0 
1.391217 7 
1.391217 7 
1.402945 5 
1.402945 5 

Tablee 2.3: Orders of convergence 

2.66 Conclusions 

Thee sparse-grid combination technique is an attractive alternative to the conven-
tionall  representation of a function on a full grid. The reason for this is that, for the 
samee number of degrees of freedom, the sparse-grid combination technique yields 
aa significantly smaller representation error than conventional representation; see 
forr instance Figure 2.10. 

Byy analyzing the steps that make up the combination technique, explicit expres-
sionss for the representation error were obtained. The leading-order error terms 
containn cross derivatives of the function to be represented, instead of single-
variablee derivatives like the conventional representation error. The deficiency of 
thee combination technique is that it wil l be less effective for functions that have 
largee cross derivatives. This problem may be alleviated by adapting the grids to 
thee geometry of the problem at hand. 

Forr comparison, an alternative to the combination technique introduced in [1] was 
considered.. This alternative technique, the \\, \, 0] technique, appeared to perform 
lesss well than the technique in [1], the [1,1, -1] technique. In fact, the alternative 
techniquee even appeared to be inferior to conventional representation, such as the 
[0,0,1]]  technique. 

Itt was shown that for a step-function, which is not aligned with the grid, the com-
binationn technique performs less well than the standard representation. For such 
aa non-aligned step-function, the order of the representation error was found to be 

ÖÖ (h1/2 J. (The explicit error expression derived may be useful for a combination 
techniquee that relies on grid refinement.) 

Thee representation for the 3D semi-sparse combination technique, as proposed in 
[3],, was analyzed. The representation error was found to be Ö (/i4(/og-fr-1)2). At 
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firstfirst sight, this result implies that the 3D semi-sparse combination technique is to 
bee preferred above the 3D truly-sparse combination technique. However, due to 
additionall  representation errors or discretization errors of Ö (h2), the 3D semi-
sparsee representation error reduces to O (h2), which makes it less attractive than 
thee 3D truly-sparse combination technique. 
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TH EE SPARSE-GRID 

COMBINATIO NN TECHNIQU E 
APPLIE DD TO TIME-DEPENDEN T 

ADVECTIO NN PROBLEM S 

Abstract.. In the numerical technique considered in this paper, time-stepping is 
performedd on a set of semi-coarsened space grids. At given time levels the so-
lutionss on the different space grids are combined to obtain the asymptotic con-
vergencee of a single, fine uniform grid. We present error estimates for the two-
dimensionall  spatially constant-coefficient model problem and discuss numerical 
examples.. A spatially variable-coefficient problem (Molenkamp-Crowley test) is 
usedd to assess the practical merits of the technique. The combination technique is 
shownn to be more efficient than the single-grid approach, yet for the Molenkamp-
Crowleyy test, standard Richardson extrapolation is still more efficient than the 
combinationn technique. However, parallelization is expected to significantly im-
provee the combination technique's performance. 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Thee long-term aim of the present work is to make significant progress in the nu-
mericall  solution of large-scale transport problems: systems of partial differential 
equationss of the advection-diffusion-reaction type, used in the modeling of pollu-
tionn of the atmosphere, surface water and ground water. The three-dimensional 
naturee of these models and the necessity of modeling transport and chemical ex-
changee between different components over long time spans, requires very efficient 
algorithms.. For advanced three-dimensional modeling, computer capacity (com-
putingg time and memory) still is a severe limiting factor (e.g., see [8]). This lim-
itationn is felt in particular in the area of global air pollution modeling where the 
three-dimensionall  nature leads to huge numbers of grid points in each of which 
manyy calculations must be carried out. The application of sparse-grid techniques 
mightt offer a promising way-out. 

Sparse-gridd techniques were introduced by Zenger [10] in 1990 to reduce the num-
berr of degrees of freedom in finite-element calculations. The combination tech-
nique,, as introduced in 1992 by Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [4], can be seen as 
aa practical implementation of the sparse-grid technique. In the combination tech-
nique,, the final solution is a linear combination of solutions on semi-coarsened 
grids,, where the coefficients of the combination are chosen such that there is a can-
celingg in leading-order error terms. As shown by Rüde in 1993 [7], the combina-
tionn technique can be placed in a broader framework of multivariate extrapolation 
techniques. . 

Wee show that for our two-dimensional hyperbolic problems the combination tech-
niquee requires ~ h~2 operations to reach an accuracy of 0{h? log/i-1) while the 
singlee grid requires ~ h~3 operations to solve up to an accuracy of 0(hP). Thus the 
combinationn technique is, asymptotically, more efficient than a single-grid solver. 
Anotherr appealing property of the combination technique is that it is inherently 
parallel,, i.e., it constructs the final solution from ~ (logfr_1)d_1 independent so-
lutionss (d is the dimension of the problem) which can be computed in parallel. 
Parallell  implementations of the combination technique were shown to be effective 
inn [3] and [2]. 

Althoughh we are ultimately interested in advection-diffusion-reaction equations, 
inn the current work we restrict the attention to pure advection and leave the difus-
sionn and reaction processes to future research. In a number of articles the combi-
nationn technique has already been analyzed both analytically and numerically, see 
forr instance [1, 3, 4, 7]. However, in these references elliptic differential equations 
aree considered, not hyperbolic equations like the time-dependent advection equa-
tionn we are considering. In [5] the combination technique is shown to be promising 
forr a constant coefficient advection equation. The current paper differs from [5] in 
thatt it focuses on error analysis while [5] focuses on numerical results. Further-
more,, in [5] only constant coefficients are considered. Although we do not present 
errorr analysis for spatially variable coefficients, we do analyze this case numeri-
callyy with the Molenkamp-Crowley test. The time-dependent coefficient case we 
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analyzee both numerically and analytically When the combination technique is 
usedd to solve a differential equation, then a representation error and a combined 
discretizationn error are introduced. In [6] a detailed analysis is given of the rep-
resentationn error. In the current paper we focus on the combined discretization 
error. . 

Thee organization of the current paper is as follows. In Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 
wee derive leading order error expressions for the error that is introduced when 
wee solve an advection equation, with spatially independent coefficients, with the 
combinationn technique. In the derivations we account for time-dependent coeffi-
cientss and for intermediate combinations. In Section 3.5 we give some estimates for 
thee asymptotic efficiency of the combination technique relative to the single-grid 
approach.. In Section 3.6 four numerical test cases are analyzed, one of these is the 
Molenkamp-Crowleyy problem. The error estimates made in the earlier sections are 
verifiedd and the combination technique is compared with the single-grid technique 
inn terms of efficiency. The conclusions are summarized in Section 3.7. The main 
conclusionn is that without parallelization - although marginally - the combination 
techniquee is already more efficient than the single-grid approach for a generic ad-
vectionn problem, such as the Molenkamp-Crowley test. Without parallelization, 
thee combination technique still falls behind standard Richardson extrapolation, 
somethingg which has also been concluded by Rüde [7] for elliptic problems. 

3.22 Discretization error 

Inn order to understand the combined discretization error we must first have a 
clearr understanding of the discretization error itself. This section is devoted to 
thee analysis of the error in the numerical solution that is due to spatial discretiza-
tion.. The temporal discretization errors are neglected. In the notation of functions 
onlyy the relevant variables are printed, e.g., the function ƒ (x,y, t) can be referred 
too as f{x, y, t), f(t), f(x, y) or simply as ƒ, depending on context. The focus lies on 
thee pure initial value problem for the spatially-constant coefficient, 2D advection 
equation n 

cctt + adxc + bdvc = 0. (3.1) 

Equationn (3.1) is integrated in time from t = 0 up to t = 1 with finite differences on 
thee spatial domain [-1,1] x [-1,1]. We denote the discretization of the advection 
operatorr adx + bdy by aDx + bDy. The corresponding spatially discretized equa-
tionn reads 

-co-co + aDxw + bDv(v = 0. (3.2) 
atat * 

Heree to = w(t) denotes a continuous time grid function defined on a certain space 
grid.. We define the (global) discretization error d(t) according to 

d{t)=co{t)-cd{t)=co{t)-chh{t), {t), (3.3) ) 
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wheree Ch(t) denotes the restriction of c(t) to the space grid. We introduce the trun-
cationn error operator E according to 

d_ d_ 
dt' dt' 

EE = aDx + bDy + —. (3.4) 

Thee discretization error d can be seen to satisfy 

dt dt 

withh general solution 

—d—d + Ech + aDxd + bDyd = 0, 

d(t)d(t) = eSiWi+WKWdip) + (V J JW _ j) Ch{t). (3.5) 

Whenn a and b are independent of time then (3.5) reduces to 

d(t)d(t) = e<aD*+ wy)d{Q) + (<r'E - ƒ) Cfc(0, 

whichh we expand as 

dMM  = E t^,- ' ( " s' + w»)d(0) + £ {-^-ch(t). (3.6) 
i = 00 - j = l 

3.2.11 Structur e of the discretization error 

Inn general, when the initial profile is error free a dimensionally split discretization 
off  order p gives rise to a discretization error given by 

rfrf(')(') = E n ( E («;«tó+1+ft-w£3j+1) J Cfc(o, (3.7) 

wheree the constants a; and ^ are the error constants in the truncation error. Equa-
tionn (3.7) can be rewritten in the generic form 

000 00 00 

mm = £ (fcUiCO + fyM) + £ £ ^7 ; , * (0 , (3-8) 

showingg that the discretization error consists of terms proportional to hv
Xf h

p
x
+1,

andd ftf, h?+\ . .. and «fcj, hp
x
+% hv

xh^\ ftj+1/ij+1, - - - . 
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3.2.22 Third-order  upwind discretization 

Too introduce spatial discretizations we make use of the shift operators 

SShhJ(x,y)J(x,y) = f{x + hx,y) = £{^-f(x,y), 

SShyhyf{x,y)f{x,y) = /(x,y + *y) = Ê ^ ^ / ( * , y ) , 

wheree we have supposed ƒ to be a C00 function. We focus on the third-order up-
windd biased scheme which is given by 

lS-2hlS-2hxxS-hS-hxx + l + hShx a>Q 

_g^-s^+z+?s- * »» fl<0, 

Thiss yields the discretization error 

-S-2J,„-S_k,,, + 2 + 3Shu fc > 0 

l^Thy-Shl^Thy-Sh v + 2 + 3S-ft, 
yy y z 3 ~"y, b < o . 

«-fiï(£i*të#=!(S'W*S*r)j« **  « 
providedd d(0) = 0. Neglecting O(fcJ) and O(Z )̂ but including C?(ft )̂ for later 
reference,, equation (3.9) leads to the following leading order expression 

d(t)d(t) = ~ (\a\ hl% + \b\ hpfj c(t) + ^ \ab\ hlhfödfat) + 0{h4
x) + 0(*J). 

(3.10) ) 
Thiss leading-order result makes sense only when t, a, b and the derivatives of c(t) 
aree moderate. 

3.2.33 Time-dependent coefficients 

Too handle time-dependent coefficients we expand (3.5) as 

mm = f; U^p^i e-s^)^w^ m + £ hl£|!Wc((). 
i=Qi=Q  ï ! i=\  l-

Forr d(Q) = 0, the time-dependent equivalent to (3.10) then reads 

<*(*)) = -A(/Ji«(Oi^fc?9j+/ 0'i&(oi^^)c( o 
+T3ÏÏ ( /ó l« (OI^ ) ( / o ' l W I ^ ) ^ ^ c ( 0 + 0(fcJ) + 0(fc}). 

(3.11) ) 
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levell  = 0 

,0.0 0 

nA! 0 0 

22 N=3 Notation Description 

nn0,N 0,N 

a a N,N N,N 

-)/,, m 

2N=62N=6 R' . ™ 

p/v. . 

if-if-

finestfinest grid of mesh width h =2 ƒƒ 

semi-coarsenedd grid, of mesh widths 
hhxx=Z=Z ll H and hy=Tm H 

continuous,, exact solution 

restrictionn operator that maps onto Q 

prolongationn operator that maps onto Q N.N N.N 

semi-discretee approximate solution on £2 l.m l.m 

Figuree 3.1: Grid of grids. 

3.33 Combination technique 

Thee two-dimensional combination technique is based on a grid of grids as shown 
inn Figure 3.1. Grids within the grid of grids are denoted by Cï1,m where upper 
indicess label the level of refinement relative to the root grid CiP'°. The mesh widths 
inn x-and y-direction of Cil'm are hx = 2~lH and hy = 2~mH, where H is the mesh 
widthh of the uniform root grid f)0'0. We denote the mesh width of the finest grid 
0 N ' NN by h. Note that hx and hy are dependent on the position (/, m) in the grid of 
gridss while h is not. 

Inn the time-dependent combination technique a given initial profile c(x,y,Q) is 
restricted,, by injection, onto the grids nN ' ° , n N ~ u , , n ° 'N and onto nN _ 1 ' ° , 
O N ~ 2 ' 1 ,, , Q0 'N _ 1, see Figure 3.1. The resulting coarse representations are then 
alll  evolved in time (exact time integration is assumed in the current paper). Then, 
att a chosen point in time, the coarse approximations are prolongated with ^-th or-
derr interpolation onto the finest grid ClN,N, where they are combined according to 
(4.3)) to obtain a more accurate solution. The notation is summarized in Figure 3.1. 

Consideringg the exact solution c, the combination technique, as introduced in [4], 
constructss a grid function cW 'N on the finest grid QN ' N in the following manner, 

gN,N N E E 
l+m=N l+m=N 

N,Ngl,m N,Ngl,m ££ PN'NRl'mc. 
l+m=N-l l+m=N-l 

Thee corresponding so-called representation error rN,N is 

rrN,NN,N _ ^N,N RRNN''NNc. c. (3.12) ) 

Likewise,, considering the semi-discrete solutions cvl'm, the combination technique 
constructss an approximate solution coN'N on the finest grid D,N'N from the coarse-
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gridd approximate solutions according to 

$N,N$N,N = £ pN,Nwl,m_ £ PN,Nwl,m ( 3 B ) 

l+m=Nl+m=N  I+m=N-l 

Lett dl,m denote the discretization error on grid Cll,m, i.e., 

ddll ''mm = J'm - Rl'mc. (3.14) 

Thee total error eN-N - a>NfN - RN'Nc present in a>N-N is written as 

eeN,NN,N = rN,N + ZN,Nf 

wheree the combined discretization error rflsr'N = 0N,N - ^,N is given by 

£N,N£N,N = £ pN,Ndl)m_ £ pN,Ndl,m (3 1 5) 

/+m=NN J + m = N -l 

Inn [6] a detailed analysis is given of the representation error rN,N. In the current 
paperr we focus on the combined discretization error *P,N. 

3.44 Combined discretization error 

3.4.11 Effect of the combination technique on a single error  term 

Inspectionn of (3.7) shows that the discretization error dl,m can be expanded as 

000 00 

ddll ''mm(t)(t) = £ £ ŷR
l'meitj{t)c{xf y, t), (3.16) 

i=0j=0 i=0j=0 

wheree the powers of t and the spatial differential operators are hidden in Oirj(t), 
equationn (3.16) allows us to concentrate on powers of hx and hy. Since hx = 2~lH 
andd hy ~ 2~mH we can rewrite (3.16) as 

d'' m(00 = E£H' +M;r(0 > (3-iT) 
i=00 ƒ=0 

where e 
eell(™{t)(™{t) = 2-il-imRl'm0irj (t)c(x,yf t). (3.18) 

Insertionn of (3.17) into the expression for the combined discretization error (4.5) 
yields s 

hi hi 
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where e 
t i : : 

>N,NJ,m >N,NJ,m 
,),) = L F ei,j  - L F £i,j 

l+m=Nl+m=N  l+m=N-l 

Wee now focus on the contribution that a single error term ej'j" makes to the com-

binedd discretization error, i.e., we analyze ef|'N- The error terms ej'"1 are prolon-

gatedd onto the finest grid 0N / N with interpolation of order q, yielding interpolation 

errorss ffjN and grid functions ffjN that are free of interpolation errors, i.e., 

pN,NJ,mpN,NJ,m _ TN,N , rN,N 
^^ 6i,j  ~Si,j +*i,j

Forr e^-'N this leads to the splitting 

pN,NN _ ?N,N , ?N,N 

Errorr  without interpolation effects. 

Accordingg to (3.18) we have 

ffffff  = 2-il-JmRN>Neifjc, 

hence e 

5yNN = ( E "  E ) 2-a-""R N-%c, 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-lJ 

whichh is equivalent to 

ffffff = fcio 2-ü-i(N-l) _ LN=-1 2-a-j(N-l-l)}  RN,Ne..c 

==  [2-iN + 2~JN [1 - 2/] E^ö12'(H>) RWeiijC. 

Forr i = ƒ this yields 

whilee for i ^ ƒ 

3TT = (jfT ? [2"' N (2'+''  - 20 +2_iN (2' "  2'+')] ) """V -
Equationss (3.20) and (3.21) lead to the following order estimates 

'' C(2-iN) if i = 0,j£0. 
™™ I  0{2~*) if ƒ = 0,^0. 
hjhj ~ 1 O (N2~lN) if f = j £ 0. 

ÖÖ (2- **>&/)* ) if ,- ̂  j , i\£ 0, ƒ ^ 0. 

fN/NN _ 

(3.19) ) 

(3.20) ) 

(3.21) ) 

(3.22) ) 
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Additionall  error  due to interpolation. 

Inn leading order the interpolation error is given by 

orr equivalently, 

£,N£,N = HqRN,N ^2-^+') /-^A /dJ + 2-^^>-'7A f f l 3j) 9itje, 

wheree the A; and Am are coefficients dependent on / and m respectively and on the 
choicee of interpolation. For the combined interpolation error £(  we have 

J****  = WRN'N( E " E ) 2-ti+iV->mAld
q
x0ifjc 

1,}1,} \l+m=N l+m=N-l/ 

++ HH11RRN,N(N,N( £ - E ) 2-^>-'/Ama;öI- jC. 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-l/ 

Forr the first term, 

(( E - E ) 2-<i+i> i-im\tm,jc, 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-lJ 

wee obtain 

N-l N-l 
2 - ( ^ ' ) N A N ++ £ ^2-(^i)H(N-D _2-(i+i)H(N-i-i)^  Xl \dleirjc, 

1=0 1=0 

which,, in absolute value, is bounded from above by 

|A|max x 

Likewise,, the second term, 

ff22--{q+i)N{q+i)N  +
 N  ̂ r2-{q+i)J-j(N-l)  _2^+i)H(N-l-l)\\  ajfl. .c 

ff  E - E ) 2-<*+»-'7AmaXfl 
\l+m=N\l+m=N  l+m=N-l/ 

iss in absolute value bounded from above by 

|A|, , ((22-(l+J)H-(l+J)H  + y U-(q+j)m-i(N-m) _ 2-(q+j)m-i(N-l-m)\ j d̂ g..c 
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Togetherr these bounds lead to the following order estimates, in the same way as 
thee estimates in the previous section were obtained 

fN,NfN,N _ 

ff Ö (H12-1N) if i = 0 or / = 0. 
OO (WN2-iN) if q + i = j . 
OO (WN2-iN) if q + j = i. (3-23) 
OO [nn- min('V)^) if 0 ^ j £ q + i and 0 ^ i  ̂ q + j . 

3.4.22 Leading-order  results 

Byy combining the order estimates for a single error term (3.22) and equations (3.20) 
andd (3.21) with the structure of a dimensionally split discretization error (3.8), we 
seee that in the discretization error the following terms are of particular interest 

dd = t(apahpdp+1 + ?>pbhpdp+1)c 
f33 24) 

+t+t 22ccccppppppabhabhpphhppddp+1p+1ddp+1p+1cc + Ö (hp+1) + O (hp+1) . 

Wee have omitted the upper indices N, N. Equation (3.24) leads to the following 
leading-orderr expression for the combined discretization error 

dd = t(ocpahPdp+1 + ppbhPdp+1)c 

++ t2ctpppabHPhP(l + (1 - IP) log2 %)dp+1dp+1c + O (w+* log2 \) . 

(3.25) ) 
Moree specifically, for the third-order upwind scheme, 

77 th3 „ , ^ . . . ^ t2 

(\a\(\a\ dx + |*| d$)c +  \ab\ H3h3(l - 71og2)3^c + O (V log2 1) . 

(3.26) ) 

3.4.33 Mapping of error  terms 

Wee illustrate the effect of a single term of the discretization error on the error that 
iss observed on the finest grid after applying the combination technique. We view 
thee combination technique as a mapping that maps terms from the discretization 
errorr onto a leading-order error term on the finest grid. We assume that the order 
off  the prolongation q is greater than the order of the discretization p. The order 
estimatee (3.22) shows that, for i £ j , i jk 0, j £ 0, we have a mapping according to 
Tablee 3.1. While the discretization error's leading-order terms, proportional to hp

x 

andd hy* yield error terms of O {h?), the cross-derivative term proportional to hp
xfej 

surpassess these and yields the new formal leading-order error term proportional 
too hP log ft"1. 
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Tablee 3.1: Mapping of error terms from the semi-coarsened grids to the finest grid. 

Effectt on C1N>N Errorr term on {Cll'm} 

***  or  fy 
mi_ mi_ 
KK KK 

0{h0{hll) ) 

3.4.44 Additional error  due to interpolation 

Fromm the order estimates (3.23) we find that: 

 if q ^ p then the contribution of the interpolation error is 

O ( f W ) , , 

 if q = p then the contribution of the interpolation error is 

o(Hi>hnogj o(Hi>hnogj 

(3.27) ) 

(3.28) ) 

Accordingg to (3.27) the interpolation leaves the leading-order result (3.25) unaf-
fected,, provided the order of interpolation q is greater than the order of discretiza-
tionn p. When q = p, according to (3.28), the effect of the interpolation is of the same 
orderr as the second term in the leading-order result (3.25). For q < p the interpola-
tionn error is in fact larger than the leading-order result (3.25) itself. Thus choosing 
qq < p is not sensible since it leads to an order reduction in the error. Choosing 
qq = p is acceptable when the parameters of the combination technique are such 
thatt the second term in (3.25) is dominated by the first term. When this is not the 
case,, q must be chosen larger than p. 

3.4.55 Intermediate combinations 

Whenn the combination technique is used in conjunction with a time-stepping tech-
nique,, like we do, then we can choose to make intermediate combinations. At an 
intermediatee combination the solutions on the semi-coarsened grids are combined 
ontoo the finest grid and then the fine-grid function is projected back onto the semi-
coarsenedd grids. We wil l now analyze the influence of intermediate combinations 
onn the error, specifically we consider M - 1 intermediate combinations made at 
timess ^ , ^ ,  , (M^1)f. For a single semi-coarsened grid Cil'm onto which an in-
termediatee solution was restricted at j ^ , we have, according to (3.6), 

iV 11 /=0 

(-M*)' ' ' e-&(tf*+^)Rfc«#W(-L )) + £ (--
M M 

i^R^c(^) . . 
i=\ i=\ M M 

(3.29) ) 
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Duee to the leading order result (3.25) we have 

e-^+^Rl**^^)e-^+^Rl**^^) = ^(ccpahPdp
x
+1+^pbhPdp

y
+1)Rl'mc(^) 

++ ~Jiï2*ph«™PhP(l + (1 - IP) log2 | ) 

Heree we have used e-^(adx+bdv)c(^) = c(jg). In the first summation in (3.29), 
termss with ƒ > 0 wil l only contribute in higher order because E is a power expan-
sionn in mesh widths hx and hy. Hence we can neglect thee j > 0 terms in (3.29) for a 
leading-orderr result, yielding 

++ ^KrfpabHPhPil + (1 - IP) log2 f ) 3 raa J+ 1R ^C ( ^ ) 

++ E~1
14^K ; ' mc(£) 

+ÜÜ (W+1 log2 1) + O ( (fcj + fcj + ) (ft? + W log2 J) ) . 

(3.30) ) 
Thee above expression immediately leads to the leading-order result for the com-
binedd discretization error d^'N(j|) taking into account an intermediate combi-
nationn at jfi. The first two terms and the Ö (hP+1 log2 IJ term carry over into 

^ ' N ( H )) without alterations since we neglect representation errors. The summa-
tionn yields the two terms in (3.25) as was argued in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The last 
0-termm translates according to the rules stated in Section 3.4.1. Thus, (3.30) yields 
thee following for the combined discretization error rf^,N(fj)  taking into account 
ann intermediate combination at j ^ : 

++ &* Pii rabHPkr(i + (i - 2P) iog2 E)aJ+1aj+1R"- Nc(g) 
+o(hV^log+o(hV^log22l)] l)] 
+0+0 ((W + hP + hP log2 I) (hP + hP log21) ) . 

Byy induction this leads to the following result for the combined discretization error 
att t, taking into account intermediate combinations at -fa, | |,  , ^M^f, 

<**- N(00 = t(apahPdp
x
+1+^pbhPdp

y
+1)RN'Nc(t) 

+p+p22** ppppppabHPhP(labHPhP(l + (1 - 2V) log2 %)dp
x
+1dp

y
+1RN'Nc(t) (3.31) 

+ 0 ( W * 1 l Q f e i ) , , 
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i.e.,, the term proportional to W log/i-1 is attenuated by a factor ^ . For the third-
orderr upwind discretization equation (3.31) yields 

AA = - # ( W 3j + W ^ + l & l H H 3 f c 3 ( l - 7 1 o g2 f ) ^ c 

+ 0 ( * M o g 2 | ) .. ( 3 3 2) 

3.4.66 Qualitative behavior  of the error 

Providedd the effects of interpolation can be neglected the error in the combined 
solutionn is given by (3.31). The competition between the two terms in (3.31) is 
determinedd by the time up to which we integrate, the number of combinations 
M,, the coefficients a and b, the root mesh width H, the number of grids (through 
log22 y ), the order of discretization p (through ap, f>v and 2?) and by the derivatives 
off  the exact solution. Given this multitude of dependencies it seems likely that in 
generall  both terms can be important in describing the error. 

Whenn a « b (i.e. advection diagonal to the grid) or when the exact solution has 

aa large cross derivative 9j+1dJ+1c compared to the derivatives 9 j+ c and d j+ c, 
thenn the second term in (331) gains importance. Since this term represents the 
additionall  error due to using the combination technique, rather than a single grid, 
wee see that the combination technique is less well suited to problems with a « b or 
withh large cross derivatives. Both are features of a problem that is not grid-aligned, 
i.e.,, the combination technique works better for grid-aligned problems. 

Wee mention two mechanisms that wil l attenuate the second term in (3.31). First, 
thee semi-coarsened grids used in the combination technique need to be sufficiently 
finee to describe the solution. This requires H to be small and thus attenuates the 
secondd term in (3.31), which has HP as a prefactor. Second, it is a practical observa-
tionn that a number of intermediate combinations (M — 1) is needed to successfully 
applyy the combination technique, causing a further reduction of the second term 
byy a factor 1/M. 

3.4.77 Time-dependent coefficients 

Upp to now the results in the current section are valid for coefficients that are inde-
pendentt of time. We now state the leading-order results for time-dependent coef-
ficients.. The statements about the interpolation error still hold. The leading-order 
expressionn for the combined discretization error becomes 

dd = ( J O ' « P ( 0 « ( 0 ^ ) ^ + 1 C + ( / 0
, ^ ( ^ ) W ^ ) ^ + 1 C 

++ (&ccv{t')a{t')dt>)  (f'flp(t
f)b(t')dt>) f W ( l + (1 -2P)log2 f ) 

dT^c+o^iofei). . 
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Forr third-order upwind discretization this yields 

**  = -hi(fo\«(t')\dt'di + ti\b(t>)\dt>d*)c 

++ ^ ( 1 + (1 - 2P)log2 £) (/J \a{t>)\dt>)  (ƒ„' \b{t')\dt') d}3} c (3.33) 

+u(fc4log2£). . 

Whenn M - 1 intermediate combinations are made the combined discretization er-
rorr is given by 

++ (E*S (J$ '« F («W) (j$* www)) 

HPh?(lHPh?(l + (1 - 2V) log2 f)3?+13j+1c + Ö (V + 1 log2 i ) . 

Forr third-order upwind discretization this yields 

**  =- &(fi\*{* ,)\dï9i + fi\Ht')\dt'di)c 

++ ^(1^(1 + (1 - V) log2 f ) E ^ 1 (ƒ * ' |f l (0| dt>) {3M) 

(ƒ5f'' I Wl ' f ) 3i^c + O (V+1 log2 |) . 

3.55 Asymptotic efficiency 

Whenn making efficiency comparisons the number of cell updates C is used as a 
measuree of required computational work. On a single grid this is simply defined 
ass the product of the number of cells and the number of time steps required. Within 
thee combination technique it is the sum of products of cells and time steps required 
onn all grids within the grid of grids. 

Thee cost estimates presented in this section are based on At = 0.1 mm(hxhv), as 
aree the numerical results in Section 3.6. Note that the time steps on the different 
gridss within the combination technique are not equal, i.e., larger steps are taken 
onn coarser grids. We identify a combination technique with a root mesh width 
HH = 2  2~LR, where LR is the root level, and a finest mesh width h = 2 - 2~L*~N, 
wheree N is the sparseness level. The number of grids within a combination tech-
niquee is given by 2N + 1 = 2 log2 (H/h) + 1. 
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3.5.11 Computational work 

Forr a single grid with h = 2  2_L the number of cell updates required is given by 

Cii  = 5  23L. 

Forr the combination technique the number of cell updates is given by 

ff  5  23L*  (5  22N - 4  23N/2) , for N even. 
CCTT = J 5  23L*  (5  22N - %  2<3N+1)/2) , for  N odd. 

Forr fixed LR the combination technique has asymptotic complexity 

CQTCQT ~ 22N - ft-2 (3.35) 

whilee the single grid has asymptotic complexity 

Cii  ~ 23L ~ h~3. (3.36) 

3.5.22 Efficiency comparison 

Forr fixed LR the combination technique has, according to (3.25), the following 
asymptoticc error 

d~ftPlog2( / i - 1)-2-PNN N 

whilee a single grid of mesh width h = 2  2_L has the following asymptotic error 

d~h?d~h? ~ 2"PL. 

Iff  we require a single grid to yield the same error as the combination technique for 
aa given N, i.e., we put 

N2~PN2~PNN ~ 2~pL 

thenn we obtain 

P P 
Accordingg to (3.36) this yields, for the complexity of the single grid, 

3N 3N (^) 3/P~ftE?(log2tó))" 3/' ' 

whilee according to (3.35), the complexity of the combination technique is given by 

CCTCCT ~ 22N ~ h£ 

showingg that, asymptotically, the combination technique reduces the three-
dimensionall  single-grid complexity to a two-dimensional complexity, while ob-
tainingg the same level of accuracy. 
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3.66 Numerical results 

3.6.11 Numerical setup 

Alll  the numerical results presented in this paper were obtained with fourth-order 
explicitt Runge-Kutta time integration with time step At = 0.1mm(hx,hy) which 
satisfiess the CFL condition for all considered test cases. Furthermore, the time-
discretizationn error is always negligible compared to the spatial discretization er-
ror.. For spatial discretization we have used third-order upwind discretization as 
describedd in Section 3.2.2, the prolongations are done with fourth-order interpola-
tion.. All analytical error predictions for the combination technique refer solely to 
thee combined discretization error. The interpolation and representation errors due 
too the combination technique are neglected. 

3.6.22 Test cases 

Wee consider the following four test cases : 

1.. Horizontal advection, characterized by a = 1/2, b = 0. 

2.2. Diagonal advection with a = b = 1/2. 

3.. Time-dependent advection with 

(M)=< < 
'' (0,2), 0 <t<  1/4. 

(2,0),, 1/4 <t<  1/2. 
(0,-2),, 1/2 <t<  3/4. 

kk (-2,0), 3/4 <t<  1. 

4.. The Molenkamp-Crowley test case with a = 2ny, b = -2nx. 

Testt cases 1-3 have as initial profile 

c(*,y,0)) = o.014((ï+a25)2+(y+0-25)2), (3.37) 

whichh is depicted in Figure 3.2(a), while test case 4 has as initial profile 

c{x,y,c{x,y, 0) = 0.014«*+0-5)2+y2), (3.38) 

whichh is depicted in Figure 3.2(d). All test cases are integrated up to t = 1 and have 
- 11 < x,y < 1. In [9] solutions for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case obtained with 
variouss numerical methods are presented, given the initial condition (3.38). 

Besidess initial profiles, Figure 3.2 displays a number of typical error profiles ob-
servedd in the numerical solutions of the test cases. The single-grid technique's (SG) 
resultss in Figure 3.2 were obtained on a 513 x 513 grid corresponding to L = 9 and 
thee combination technique (CT) used a grid of 9 grids given by Lr = 5 and N = 4, 
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i.e,, the combination technique also produced its solutions on a 513 x 513 grid. The 
resultsresults for the combination technique with intermediate combinations (ICT) were 
obtainedd by making 8 combinations. 

Figuree 3.3 illustrates the performance of the single-grid and the combination tech-
niquee on the test cases. The number of cell updates is plotted along the horizontal 
axis,, which is a direct measure of the required CPU time, see Section 3.5.1. Any ad-
ditionall  CPU time required to make the 7 intermediate combinations to obtain the 
ICTT results was neglected, which is fully justified for the limited number of com-
binationss considered here. The error is shown in the L«> norm, the results for the 
L\L\ norm are similar. In obtaining Figure 3.3 the combination technique had Lr = 5 
fixedd and N = 2,3,4,5. The single-grid results were obtained using L = 7,8,9. 

Inn Figure 3.4 the effect of the number of combinations is shown on the !«, error due 
too a combination technique characterized by Lr = 5 and N = 4. In Figure 3.4 only 
testt cases 2,3 and 4 are considered because for test case 1 the error is independent 
off  the number of combinations. 

Exceptt for numerically observed results Figures 3.3 and 3.4 also contain analytical 
predictions.. For test cases 1 and 2 these were obtained from (3.10) for the single 
grid,, from (3.26) for the combination technique and from (3.32) for the combina-
tionn technique with intermediate combinations. For test case 3 the error predic-
tionss were obtained from (3.11) for the single grid, from (3.33) for the combination 
techniquee and from (3.34) for the combination technique with intermediate com-
binations.. Note that test case 4 is not time-dependent but spatially dependent. 
Thee error predictions that we have derived are not valid for spatially dependent 
coefficients. . 

3.6.33 Results 

Horizontall  test case. 

Wee do not show any error profiles for the horizontal test case. For this test case the 
single-gridsingle-grid error and the errors due to the combination technique with and with-
outt intermediate combinations are all practically equal and are almost perfectly 
describedd by the analytical prediction (3.10). The combination technique does not 
introducee any additional error relative to the single grid because the second term 
inn (3.26) vanishes due to b = 0. The combination technique works very well for this 
fullyy grid-aligned test case, as can be seen in Figure 3.3(a). Figure 3.3(a) also shows 
thatt intermediate combinations do not improve the efficiency for the horizontal 
testt case. In fact, the ICT results coincide with the CT results. 

Diagonall  test case. 

Forr the diagonal test case, error profiles are shown for the combination technique 
andd the single grid in Figures 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) respectively. We see that for this test 
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casee the error due to the combination technique is somewhat larger than the single 
gridd error and has a different shape. This figure also shows that the combination 
techniquee can be made more efficient by applying 8 combinations. Figure 3.4(a) 
showss how the error due to the combination technique decreases as the number of 
combinationss is increased. The ICT error converges to the single-grid error as the 
numberr of combinations is increased. The first couple of combinations strongly 
decreasee the error, a further increase in the number of combinations does not de-
creasee the error much further. 

Time-dependentt test case. 

Forr the time-dependent test case the error profiles for the CT and the ICT are plot-
tedd in Figures 3.2(e) and 3.2(f), respectively. We see that making intermediate com-
binationss influences both the shape and size of the error. Note that Figures 3.3(b) 
andd 3.3(c) are similar, i.e., just like the diagonal test case the time-dependent test 
casee is solved more efficiently with intermediate combinations (ICT) than without 
(CT).. However, the reason for the efficiency of the ICT is somewhat more complex 
forr the time-dependent test case than for the diagonal test case. As we can see 
fromm Figure 3.4(b) the ICT error does not decrease monotonically with the number 
off  combinations and this is correctly predicted by our theory. We can see that when 
aa multiple of four combinations is made the ICT error becomes equal to the single 
gridd error. This follows from (3.34) due to the fact that the product of integrals in 
thee summation in the second term is always zero when a multiple of four combina-
tionss is made. When a multiple of four combinations is made the time-dependent 
testt case is effectively split into two horizontal and two vertical advection prob-
lemss and these are solved very well by the combination technique, as we know 
fromm the first test case. 

Forr the time-dependent test case the agreement between predicted and observed 
errorr is very good for the single grid and the ICT. For the combination tech-
niquee without intermediate combinations the agreement is a littl e weaker. This 
cann be understood as follows. The combination technique tends to amplify cross-
derivativee terms in the single-grid error and of these amplified terms only one is 
includedd in our analytical predictions, viz. the second term in (3.26). The discrep-
ancyy between the predicted and observed CT errors is to be ascribed to the am-
plifiedd cross-derivative terms that are not included in our analytical predictions. 
Thesee terms are proportional to a second or higher power of t and are therefore, 
accordingg to Section 3.4.5, inversely proportional to a first or higher power of M 
iff  M combinations are made . Hence, the terms that cause the discrepancy are 
significantlyy smaller for the ICT than for the CT, especially for higher numbers of 
combinations. . 
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Molenkamp-Crowleyy test case. 

Errorr profiles for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case are shown in Figures 3.2(g), 
3.2(h)) and 3.2(i) for the SG, CT and ICT, respectively. We see that the CT error is 
largerr than the SG error, but intermediate combinations help considerably, i.e., the 
ICTT error lies much closer to the SG error than to the CT error. Figure 3.3(d) shows 
thatt the Molenkamp-Crowley test case is a tough case to solve efficiently with the 
combinationn technique. Figure 3.3(d) shows that CT is less efficient than the single-
gridd technique, whereas ICT is more efficient in solving the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testtest case. For completeness, Figure 3.4(c) shows how the ICT error decreases with 
increasingg number of combinations. 

3.6.44 Implementational issues 

Boundaryy complications. 

Thee Loo errors for the Molenkamp-Crowley test case were determined after the so-
lutionss were restricted to the 33 x 33 root grid. We were forced to do this because at 
highh accuracies the fourth-order interpolation produced wiggles near the bound-
ariess that dominate the combined discretization error. These wiggles do not appear 
inn the nodes of the root grid, because for those nodes no interpolation is necessary. 
However,, at very high resolution wiggles near the boundaries appear in the nodes 
off  the root grid as well. In particular for LR > 6 the wiggles are of equal or greater 
magnitudee than the combined discretization error itself. The cause for these wig-
gless lies in the fact that the discretization near the boundaries is of lower order 
whichh obstructs the cancellation of errors required by the combination technique 
too function properly. An illustration of wiggles near the boundary is shown in 
Figuree 3.5(b). Above difficulties were not observed for the other test cases because 
theree the solutions stayed away from the boundaries. We also ran the Molenkamp-
Crowleyy test case for the initial profile (3.37) shown in Figure 3.2(a) which stays 
awayy from the boundaries. This removed the problems near the boundaries but 
introducedd a similar wiggle in the origin. We believe that this wiggle is also due to 
ann order reduction caused by the switching of the upwind discretization stencil in 
horizontall  and vertical directions due to the sign change of the coefficients in the 
origin. . 

Choosingg an optimal root mesh-width. 

Al ll  numerical results for the combination technique were obtained with a root 
meshh width H = 1/16 corresponding to a root level LR = 5. This choice was made 
too optimize the performance of the combination technique when applied to the 
Molenkamp-Crowleyy test case. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5(a). In this figure 
thee performance of the combination technique with 8 combinations which has 
LRLR + N = 10 fixed (ICT) is compared with the single-grid performance (SG). We 
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(A)) Initial profile 1,2,3 (B) diagonal, CT (C) diagonal, SG 

X10 -55 »10"5 

-11 -1 -1 -1 - 1 -1 

(D)) initial profile 4 (E) time-dependent, (F) time-dependent, 
CTT ICT 

-11 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

(G)) Molenkamp, SG (H) Molenkamp, CT (I) Molenkamp, ICT 

Figuree 3.2: Initial profiles and numerically observed errors for the single-grid technique 
(SG),, the combination technique (CT) and the combination technique with intermediate 
combinationss (ICT), applied to the diagonal, time-dependent and Molenkamp-Crowley test 
cases. . 
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Figuree 3.3: Numerically observed (obs) and analytically predicted (pred) performance of the 
single-gridd technique (SG), combination technique (CT) and combination technique with 
intermediatee combinations (ICT) applied to the test cases. 
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Figuree 3.4: L«, error versus number of combinations for three test cases. 
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10" " 

OO O SGobs 
*-- -» ICT obs 

## cell updates 

10" " 

(A)) Performance of the combination tech-
niquee with 8 combinations (ICT) for 
roott levels 4,5,6 and 7. 

(B)) Error profile due to a combination 
techniquee with root level 5, sparseness 
levell  6 and 8 combinations. 

Figur ee 3.5: Implementat ional issues; Molenkamp-Crowley test case. 

seee that for LR = 5 the performance of the ICT is optimal, although performance 
forr LR = 6 is comparable. The optimal choice for LR is only weakly dependent 
onn the sparseness level N, therefore we could safely use LR = 5 throughout for 
optimall  performance. To see that the optimal LR varies slowly with N consider 
thee following argument. We found that, to solve the Molenkamp-Crowley test 
efficiently,, the additional error due to the combination technique had to be of com-
parablee magnitude as the single-grid error. According to our error analysis for 
constantt coefficients (3.26) this implies 

31,3, , 
\e\e ~ ww iog2 

H H 

whichh leads to 

H H 
11 \ V 3 

N N 

showingg that H needs to decrease only slightly when the sparseness level, and thus 
thee number of grids in the combination technique, increases. 

3.6.55 Richardson extrapolation 

Inn [7] Rüde points out that simple Richardson extrapolation is in fact more efficient 
thann the combination technique for the solution of a smooth Poisson problem. To 
seee how Richardson extrapolation would perform for the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testt case, we considered the following Richardson extrapolant 

u' ' 
N,N N,N 

M' M' 
N,N N,N jN,NjN,NwwN-N-1,N-1 1 
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itt cancels so the leading third-order term in the error expansion (3.9). The new 
leading-orderr terms are proportional to h4d%c and fe4d;jc and are thus of a disper-
sivee nature which is shown in the N = 9 error profile for Richardson extrapolation 
inn Figure 3.6. The Richardson extrapolant has an asymptotic error 

OREORE ~ hRE 

whilee it has the same asymptotic complexity as a single grid, 

CRECRE ~ fcfl£. 

Iff  we consider a combination technique and a Richardson extrapolation of equal 
complexity,, i.e., we put 

CRECRE ~ CCT 

thenn we obtain 
hREhRE ~fee? 

whichh leads to 
ddRERE ~ fc&3. (3.39) 

Accordingg to (3.26) the combination technique has 

<f~fc£Tlog/£j.. (3.40) 

Comparisonn of (3.39) with (3.40) shows that in the limit h -> 0 the combination 
techniquee is more efficient than Richardson extrapolation. 

Inn Figure 3.3(d)the numerically observed performance of Richardson extrapolation 
(RE)) is compared with that of the single grid (SG) and the combination technique 
withh intermediate combinations (ICT) when applied to the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testtest case. Figure 3.3(d) clearly shows that Richardson extrapolation is very efficient 
forr the Molenkamp-Crowley test case, much more so than the combination tech-
nique,, even though we expect the combination technique to be superior to Richard-
sonn extrapolation in the asymptotic limit h —> 0. For the Molenkamp-Crowley 
testt case, without parallelization and on grids of practically relevant mesh width, 
thee combination technique can not compete with Richardson extrapolation. Note 
thatt Richardson extrapolation and the combination technique strive for higher ef-
ficiencyy in different ways. Richardson extrapolation generates a higher-order solu-
tionn for a marginally larger complexity, while the combination technique requires 
lowerr complexity for a marginally larger error. 
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1.5 5 

1 1 

0.5 5 

0 0 

-0.5 5 

-1 1 

-1.5 5 
1 1 

Figuree 3.6: Error profile present in an N = 9 Richardson extrapolant. 

3.77 Conclusions 

Wee have derived leading-order expressions for the error that is introduced when 
aa spatially constant coefficient advection equation is solved with the combination 
technique.. In our derivations we have accounted for time-dependent coefficients 
andd for intermediate combinations. When a constant coefficient advection equa-
tion n 

cctt + acx + bcv = 0 (3.41) 

iss solved on a grid of mesh width h, this wil l introduce an error d into the numerical 
solutionn which is in leading order given by 

dd = t<phP(\a\ dp+1 + \b\ dp+1)c + O ( V + 1 ) , (3.42) 

wheree c is the exact solution, p is the order of discretization and (p is an error con-
stant.. We have shown that when we solve (3.41) with the combination technique, 
wee obtain an error d which is in leading order given by 

dd = t<phP(\a\dp+1 + \b\dp+1)c 

++ 2<p2 \ab\ WhP(l + (1 - 2V) log2 f )dp+1dp+1c + O (hP+i log2 j ) , 

(3.43) ) 
wheree H is the mesh width of the coarsest grid in the combination technique and 
MM is the number of combinations. We see that the leading-order term from the 
singlee grid error (3.42) reappears in the combination technique error (3.43) and is 
accompaniedd by a new term which is formally of order h? log ft-1. Focusing only 
onn the order in terms of h, this new term has to be identified as the leading-order 
termm in (3.43). The numerical experiments suggest, however, that the term pro-
portionall  to hP in (3.43), which is also present in the single-grid error, is of equal 
importancee as the new term proportional to MP log ft-1. The additional error due to 
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thee combination technique, corresponding to the second term in (3.43), is propor-
tionall  to 1 /M. This suggests that the error due to the combination technique can be 
stronglyy reduced by making a couple of intermediate combinations. The numer-
icall  results confirm this. For our test case that has time-dependent coefficients it 
turnss out that the number of combinations has to be chosen such that the problem 
iss split up in problems which have a constant direction of advection. This agrees 
withh our error analysis. Finally, the combination technique proved more efficient 
forr grid-aligned problems than for non-grid-aligned problems, which follows from 
numericall  observations and from analysis. 

Forr the Molenkamp-Crowley test simple Richardson extrapolation proved more 
efficientt than the combination technique, even though the combination technique 
iss expected to be more efficient in the asymptotic limit h — 0. Rüde made tine same 
observationn for a smooth Poisson problem in [7]. 

Whenn going to three spatial dimensions (or even higher dimensional problems), 
thee combination technique wil l perform significantly better. Furthermore, very 
significantt gains in performance can be obtained when the combination technique 
iss parallelized. 
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SOLUTIO NN OF 
TIME-DEPENDEN T T 

ADVECTION-DIFFUSIO N N 
PROBLEM SS WIT H THE 

SPARSE-GRIDD COMBINATIO N 
TECHNIQU EE AN D A 

ROSENBROCKK  SOLVER 

Abstract.. In the current paper the efficiency of the sparse-grid combination tech-
niquee applied to time-dependent advection-diffusion problems is investigated. 
Forr the time integration we employ a third-order Rosenbrock scheme implemented 
withh adaptive step-size control and approximate matrix factorization. Two model 
problemss are considered, a scalar 2D linear, constant-coefficient problem and a 
systemm of 2D nonlinear Burgers' equations. In short, the combination technique 
provedd more efficient than a single grid approach for the simpler linear problem. 
Forr the Burgers' equations this gain in efficiency was only observed when one 
off  the two solution components was set to zero, making the problem more grid-
aligned. . 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Inn modern CFD codes accurate resolution of thin solution layers is still very time 
consuming.. Especially for high Reynolds numbers many grid points are needed to 
resolvee the very thin layers. The common remedy is to use adapted grids that have 
smalll  cells near the layers and large cells elsewhere. In this paper we investigate 
anotherr approach to resolve the thin layers, namely the sparse grid combination 
techniquee (CT) as introduced by Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [4]. 

Thee CT is attractive because, asymptotically, it can yield a smaller spatial error for 
aa given complexity than a single grid approach (SG) can [14], [1]. Consider a prob-
lemm of spatial dimension d that is solved on a single grid with spatial discretization 
off  order p, i.e., on a single grid of mesh width h the spatial error is 0{hP). On a sin-
glee grid this problem would have a complexity ~ h~d. With the CT a spatial error 
off  order 0{hV(\o%h)d~l) can be obtained with a complexity ~ /z_1(log7z)d_1, i.e., 
ann asymptotically first-order complexity is obtained with only a slightly larger er-
rorr than for the SG. Furthermore, the CT can be easily and efficiently implemented 
onn a parallel computer, see [3]. 

Inn [9] we investigated the efficiency of the CT when applied to a pure advection 
equationn and concluded that for a non-grid-aligned solution the CT does not per-
formm very well (see [9] for a more complete report). In [11] this was also found 
forr some elliptic PDEs. Note that in [5] the CT is also applied to a pure advection 
equation,, but here the efficiency of the CT is not considered. 

Inn practice, advection-diffusion problems are usually solved on boundary-fitted 
grids.. The corresponding solutions are usually grid-aligned. In this paper we 
studyy model advection-diffusion problems having this type of solution. 

Ann essential ingredient for a CT solver for time-dependent problems is an efficient 
timee accurate integrator. We use a three-stage, third-order Rosenbrock method 
implementedd with built-in step-size control and approximate matrix factorization. 
Withoutt step-size control the method can be implemented as a two-stage scheme. 
Itt uses approximate matrix factorization to greatly speed up the solution process, 
hencee we call it factorized ROS3. In [7] the same factorized ROS3 has been used, 
independentlyy from the current paper and without the CT. 

Ass model problems we consider a scalar two-dimensional, constant-coefficient 
advection-diffusionn equation and a system of two-dimensional Burgers' equations. 
Too evaluate the efficiency of the CT we compare it with a straightforward SG ap-
proach. . 
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4.22 The model problems 

4.2.11 Model problem 1: The advection-diffusion equation 

Wee consider the constant-coefficient advection-diffusion equation 

UtUt + UX-£ (uxx + Uyy) = 0 (4.1) 

onn the spatial domain [-1,1] x [-1,1] and take u(x, y, 0) = 0 as initial solution. As 
boundaryy conditions we impose 

ff  0, y < 0 
u(-l,y,t)u(-l,y,t) = l \, y = 0 , uy  = 0, tt(l,y,*) = 0. 

{{  1, y > 0 

Forr £ = 10~2 the solution at t = 1 is shown in Fig. 1. It possesses a horizontal and 
aa vertical grid-aligned solution layer. The thickness of both layers is proportional 
too y/e as e — 0. For the steady state solution we have derived an exact expression 
inn terms of a Fourier sum, 

u&y)u&y) =  ( n e*  (l-e^) + f^Bn(x) cos (nny), 

Bn(x)Bn(x) = 2 s i n (¥ ) / n ^ g , / x ^ ^ _ g ( 2 - , ) y ^ ^ \ 

eVè+" 2 7 r 22 _ i V / 
andd have used this expression to confirm that our numerical method converges to 
thee correct solution in the limit t — oo. 

4.2.22 Model problem 2: Burgers' equations 

Thee two-dimensional Burgers' equations 

UUtt = -UUX - VUy + e (UXX + Uyy) , 

VVtt = -UVX -Wy+e (VXX + Vyy) , 

aree considered on the spatial domain [-1,1] x [-1,1]. The boundary conditions 
wee impose are 

«(-i,y,00 = { { l ^ + i j / ^ o ' »(*' '0 = o, «*(i,y,0 = o, 
and d 

v{-\,y,t)v{-\,y,t) = -0.35sin (ImA ,  = 0, vx{l,y,t) = 0. 
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Figuree 4.1: Solution of model problem 1 at t = 1 for e = 0.01 

Ass initial solutions we take 

u(x,yu(x,yrr0) 0) 

v(x,y,0) v(x,y,0) 

l - 4 ( y - i ) 2 ,, y > 0 
l - 4 ( y + | ) 2 ,, y < 0 

'1 1 
-0.35sinn ( -ny 

Inn Figures 2 and 3 the u and v components of the solution at f = 3 are shown for 
ÊÊ = 10~2. The v component shows a sharpening from the sinusoidal inlet condition 
att x = — 1 to a much steeper slope at the outflow boundary at x = 1. This is a grid-
alignedd phenomenon since near the outflow boundary the solution varies much 
strongerr in y direction than in x direction. The u component shows a mixing of 
twoo jets. This phenomenon is not especially grid-aligned. 

4.33 The sparse grid combination technique 

Inn the CT several solutions on different grids are combined to get a solution which 
hass the accuracy of a much finer grid. The two-dimensional CT is based on a grid 
off  grids as shown in Fig. 4. Grids within the grid of grids are denoted by Cll'm 

wheree upper indices label the level of refinement relative to the root grid fi°'°. The 
mesh-widthss in x and y direction of Ql'm are hx = 2~lH and hy = 2~mH, where H 
iss the mesh width of the uniform root grid O0'0. We denote the mesh width of the 
finestt grid QN ' N by h. Note that hx and hy are dependent on the position (/, m) in 
thee grid of grids while h is not. 
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!!  -1 y 

Figuree 4.2: M-component of the solution of model problem 2 at t = 3 for e = 0.01 

Figuree 4.3: u-component of the solution of model problem 2 at t = 3 for e = 0.01 
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levell  = 0 1 N=3N=3 Notation Description 

-,0.0 0 

aaw w 

~>0,N ~>0,N 

2N=62N=6 R ' . m 

ppN,N N,N 

-,N,N -,N,N 

finestfinest grid of mesh width h =2 H 

semi-coarsenedd grid, of mesh widths 

hhxx=T'=T'  H and hy=Tm H 

continuous,, exact solution 

restrictionn operator that maps onto Q l.m l.m 

prolongationn operator that maps onto £1 N,N N,N 

I TT m semi-discrete approximate solution on £2 

Figuree 4.4: Grid of grids 

Inn the time-dependent combination technique a given initial profile 
u(x,y,u(x,y, 0) is restricted, by injection, onto the grids 0N ' 0 , O** -1'1, , Cl°'N and onto 
nN _ 1 ' 0 ,, QN" 2 '1, , n ° 'N _ 1 , see Fig. 4. The resulting coarse representations are 
thenn all evolved in time with our ROS3 time integrator. Then, at a chosen point in 
time,, the coarse approximations are prolongated with q-th order interpolation onto 
thee finest grid QN 'N , where they are combined to obtain a moree accurate solution. 
Thee notation is summarized in Fig. 4. 

Consideringg the exact solution u, the combination technique, as introduced in [4], 
constructss a grid function uN'N on the finest grid CiN'N in the following manner, 

u u ££ pN,NRl,mu _ £ pN'NR''mu. 
l+m=Nl+m=N  l+m=N-l 

Thee corresponding so-called representation error rN'N is 

„N,N „N,N uuNN''NN - R N,N N,N 
U. U. (4.2) ) 

Likewise,, assuming exact time integration and considering semi-discrete solutions 
UUll ''mm,, resulting from a spatial discretization, the combination technique constructs 
ann approximate solution UN'N on the finest grid ClN'N from the coarse-grid ap-
proximatee solutions according to 

U U yy pN,Njjl,m _ y p (4.3) ) 

Lett dl'm denote the discretization error on grid 0; 'm , i.e., 

é* é* u u RRll ''mmu. u. 

Thee total error eN-N = UN'N - RN'Nu present in UN'N is written as 

eeN,NN,N =rN,N + jN,N/ 

(4.4) ) 
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wheree the combined discretization error d™'N = UN>N — uN,N is given by 

rfN,NrfN,N = £ pN,Ndl,m_ £ p J W ^ ( 4 5) 

;+m=NN l+m=N-l 

Inn [8] the representation error rN,N is analysed and in [10] an analysis is given of 
thee combined discretization error <r^,N for pure advection problems. In the next 
sectionn we give similar results for the combined discretization error for our model 
problemm 1, the linear, constant-coefficient advection-diffusion equation. 

4.44 Spatial discretization errors 

Forr the first test problem, the linear constant-coefficient advection-diffusion prob-
lem,, we can derive an expansion in mesh widths for the spatial discretization error, 
ass we did for the pure advection problem in [10]. Since essentially the same ap-
proachh is used as in [10] we state only the results. We consider the error in the spa-
tiallyy discrete solution due to spatial discretization only, i.e., we assume here time 
integrationn to be exact. In (4.1) the diffusion terms are discretized with second-
orderr central differences and the advection term is discretized with the third-order 
upwindd biased discretization [6]. We only consider the error away from the bound-
aries,, i.e., we neglect the influence of boundary conditions. When solved on a sin-
glee grid with mesh widths hx and hy in x- and y-direction, the resulting spatial 
discretizationn error can then formally be expanded as 

d{x,yd{x,yttt)t) = £ 7, —u{*,y,t), 
i = i i 

''JJadv adv 
»» ( - 2 y + 3 ( - i ) / + i ,-M+i 

""  *$ 30 + 1)1 

assumingg that u(x, y, t) is a C°° function. Neglecting 0(h\) and 0(hy) but including 
0(h%.hy)0(h%.hy) for later comparison yields the following leading order expression 

*{*,y,t)*{*,y,t)  = -^(hldi + hldf)u(x,yj)-^h3xdiu(x,y,t) 

2A 2A fe fe +-ïü+-ïüh2h2xxhhfötffötf uu((xx>y>>y> o + °të) + o<$). 

Justt as in [10] we use this result to determine the resulting spatial discretization 
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errorr in the combined solution. It is given by 

d(t)d(t) = - ^ (3}+ 3$) « ( 0 - ^ 3 * 1 1 (0 (4.6) 

++ YÊYÊH2}I2{1H2}I2{1 - 31°S2 f )%%»(*) + 0(h3\og2 \). 

Thee first error term is the usual leading error term on ClN,N coming from the diffu-
sionn operator. Similarly, the second term comes from the advection operator. The 
thirdd term comes forth from the mixing of diffusion in x- and y-direction in the 
combinationn process. Since there is only advection in the ^-direction, advection 
doess not produce any additional error in the combined solution. In order for the 
CTT to be effective the third term should be small compared to the first two terms. 
Asymptoticallyy (as h and H tend to zero) this is clearly the case. In practice the 
asymptoticss are not always strong enough for the third term, and higher mixed 
terms,, to be negligible. 

4.55 The Rosenbrock solver  ROS3 

Wee consider autonomous ODE systems of the form 

whichh are supposed to result from spatial discretization on one of our grids and 
seekk a numerical approximation Un « U(t) at t = tn. To obtain this approximation 
wee apply a third-order consistent two-stage Rosenbrock method, ROS3 (also being 
usedd in [7]), which can be written as 

55 3 

UUn+1n+1 = Un + ^fci + -^2, 

(J-7TA)*!!  = TF(Un), 
(I-7TA)* 22 = TF(U„  + ! * I ) - ! * I , 

wheree r = tn+\ — tn is the step size and A is the Jacobian matrix f'(Un) or an O(T) 
approximationn thereof. This scheme is a variation to the scheme ROS2 as presented 
inn [13] and belongs to a family of schemes discussed on p. 233 of [2]. Its stability 
functionn is 

„ ,, , _ l + ( l - 2 7 ) 2 + ( i - 2 7 + 72)22 

[)[)~~ U-T*) 2 

whichh shows that the scheme is A-stable if and only if 7 > 1/4. The scheme is 
third-orderr accurate provided A is an O (T) approximation of the Jacobian matrix 
andd 7 = 1/2 + \/3/6. Note that this specific 7 yields A-stability. Because our spa-
tiallytially  discrete problems are stiff due to the diffusion term, A-stability is a desirable 
property. . 
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4.5.11 Factorization 

Sincee the ROS3 scheme remains of third-order for any O ( T) perturbation to A = 
f'(U„),f'(U„),  we can split A as A — A\ + A2 and use 

Un+ ii  = U„  + -k! + -k2, 

(I-yrA(I-yrA 11)(I-)(I- 77rArA 22)k)k11 = TF(L7„) , 

(I-yrA(I-yrA 11)(I-jTA)(I-jTA 22)k)k22 = T F ( U„ + |fci) - | * i -

Thee latter, factorized ROS3 scheme, is still of third-order since 

(I(I  - 7 T A I ) ( I - 7 T A 2 ) = I - 7 T (A - 7TA\ A2). 

Inn the current work we use directional factorization to separate the horizontal and 
verticall  coupling such that A\ only couples unknowns in the horizontal direction 
andd A2 only couples unknowns in the vertical direction. This leads to enormous 
savingss in required computational work since it reduces the two-dimensional lin-
earr algebra to one-dimensional linear algebra. 

Withoutt factorization, spatial discretization leads to pq coupled linear algebraic 
equationss for the Rosenbrock vectors k\ and k2 where p is the number of unknowns 
inn horizontal direction and q the number in vertical direction. With factorization, 
wee have p sets of q coupled equations and q sets of p coupled equations for k\ and 
likewisee for k2. This is a clear advantage of factorization since p sets of q coupled 
equationss are solved much faster than one set of pq coupled equations. Another 
benefitt of directional factorization is that the resulting sets of equations have band 
diagonall  matrices and can therefore be solved very efficiently by means of LU 
decomposition. . 

Inn [7] it has been proven that a similar property as A-stability holds for the fac-
torizedd ROS3 scheme. For our model problems this means that we have uncon-
ditionall  stability in the sense of Fourier-Von Neumann. Finally it should be noted 
thatt the above approximate matrix factorization is well known in the numeric PDE 
literature,, see [7] for some references. 

4.5.22 Time step size control 

Inn our implementation of ROS3 we compute another auxiliary vector, k$, to obtain 
ann estimate for the local time error. The corresponding extra auxiliary equation is 

(I(I -TTAJXI-TTAJXI  - JTA2)k3 = TF(U„ +1) + MgL^L-lk!  + J^_\y)*l-
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Ourr error estimate is 

__ 6 7 2 - l 6 72 - 6 7 + l , 
t e sff ~ " 6 7 ( 1 - 2 7 ) * 1 + 2 7 ( 1 - 2 7) * 2 ~ * 3 

whichh is the last term in the Taylor expansion of the updated solution that our 
schemee still handles correctly. We strive for an equidistribution of errors, i.e., we 
attemptt to keep Eest, measured in the L\ norm, fixed at some tolerance Tol during 
thee integration. To achieve this we adjust the step size r according to 

Solutionn updates are only performed when \\Eest ||a < Tol at the new time level, 
otherwisee the update is computed again with a smaller step size. The factor 0.8 is 
aa safety factor and serves to avoid excessive numbers of rejected updates. In our 
implementationn the ratio Tnew/r0id was kept bounded between 0.1 and 10. 

Noww consider the global time error en at time level tn, i.e., the difference between 
thee computed solution at time level tn and the exact solution at the same time level. 
Thiss error is in fact proportional to the tolerance Tol that we imposed, i.e., 

eenn ~ Tol. 

Thiss property of tolerance proportionality follows from [12], p. 350, when we iden-
tifyy our scheme as an XEPS scheme, i.e., an error per step control with local extrap-
olation.. The proportionality between the imposed tolerance and the global time 
errorr is a nice property since it allows the user to control the global error in a very 
directt manner. 

4.5.33 Numerical illustratio n of f actorized ROS3 

Figuree 5 displays the integration history for the Burgers' equations solved up to 
tt = 3 on a single 33 x 33 spatial grid with Tol = 10~3. The step size T is shown 
inn the left graph and the error estimate || Eest || a in the right graph. We start with an 
initiall  step size T = 10~2 which turns out to be somewhat too small for the imposed 
tolerancee value. As the integration progresses larger step sizes are permissible. In 
thee intermediate stage of the integration the step size remains almost constant. 
Finally,, as the solution approaches steady state the size of the allowed step size 
quicklyy grows. EKiring the integration the step size control keeps the error estimate 
\\E\\Eesestt || 1 at a nearly constant level, as can be seen from Fig. 5. 

Inn Table 1 the ratio of maximal global time errors Ef0\ is shown for solutions with 
tolerancee Tol and tolerance To//2 as a function of the tolerance. The time errors 
weree estimated by subtracting a reference solution obtained with Tol — 10"8. As 
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0.09 9 
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N N 

"2.. 0.06 
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0.04 4 
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0.02 2 

thee tolerance, and hence the step size, gets smaller we see that the ratio approaches 
2,, which confirms that the global time error is proportional to the imposed toler-
ance. . 

Tol Tol 
10"3 3 

KT 4 4 

10"b b 

l (T b b 

L-ooo ( ETo;) / Loo ( ETo;/2 ) 
1.748 8 
1.597 7 
1.878 8 
1.973 3 

Tablee 4.1: Ratio of global time errors for model problem 2 

4.66 Results 

Inn this section the CT is compared with the standard SG approach. Both are imple-
mentedd with the same spatial discretization, i.e., second-order central discretiza-
tionn for the diffusion operator and third-order upwind-biased discretization for 
thee advecrion part. The Neumann condition on the outflow boundary in model 
problemm 1 is only imposed on the diffusion operator to avoid spurious reflections 
att that boundary. 

x10" " 

LU U 

20 0 
stepp number 

20 0 
stepp number 

Figuree 4.5: Integration history of model problem 2 
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4.6.11 Validation of the sparse grid error  expression 

Inn Fig. 6 a numerical illustration of the sparse grid error behaviour is given. Spatial 
errorss are shown for solutions of (4.1) with initial profile 

u(x,y,0)u(x,y,0) = e~l6(x2+y2\ 

integratedd up to t = 0.25, with e — 0.05 and zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
AA sparse grid with N = 5, i.e., containing 11 semi-coarsened grids, was used. 
Thee top row of Fig. 6 corresponds to solutions obtained with a root mesh width 
HH = 1/2, the bottom row corresponds to H = 1/8. The errors in the left column 
weree obtained numerically, i.e., by subtracting a reference solution obtained on 
aa finer grid (N = 5, H = 1/32). The errors in the right column are predictions 
accordingg to (4.6) where the derivatives of the solution were replaced by numerical 
differencess of the reference solution. 

Thee errors in the top row show oscillatory behaviour that is due to the third term in 
(4.6),, i.e., the term due to combination. This behaviour is absent in the lower row. 
Heree the third term, which is proportional to H2, is negligible due to the smaller 
HH = 1/8. The error prediction (4.6) illustrated in the right column clearly matches 
thiss transition in error behaviour. 

4.6.22 Model problem 1: the advection diffusion equation 

Inn Fig. 7 the efficiency of the CT is compared with the SG when applied to the 
linearr constant-coefficient advection-diffusion equation. Along the vertical axes 
thee error is plotted, measured in the L\ norm for the left column of graphs and in 
thee Loo norm for the right column. Along the horizontal axes the computational 
workk is plotted in terms of number of required cell updates. The graphs in the top, 
middlee and bottom row correspond to e = 1 0- 2 , 1 0- 3 and 10- 5, respectively. 

Wee see that for all these e the CT is more efficient than the SG when we consider the 
errorss in the L\ norm. Also, the gain in efficiency becomes larger as e is decreased. 
Thiss is expected since for small e the grid-aligned advection becomes more domi-
nantt rendering the test case more grid-aligned and hence better suited to the CT. 
Forr e = 10~3 and 10~5 the same holds for the Loo norm. For e = 10~2 the CT 
doess not perform well when measured in the Loo norm. Examination of the corre-
spondingg spatial error distribution shows that the maximum error occurs near the 
discontinuityy in the inlet condition. The mixed derivative uXXyy is large near this 
discontinuityy leading, for large e, to a large term e2uXXyy present in the spatial error 
duee to the CT. Hence it is to be expected that for relatively large e the CT performs 
poorlyy locally near the discontinuity. 
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Figuree 4.6: Spatial errors 
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Figuree 4.7: Efficiency comparisons for model problem 1 
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4.6.33 Model problem 2: Burgers' equations 

Inn Fig. 8 again the CT and SG are compared in terms of efficiency, this time for the 
2DD Burgers' test case. In Fig. 8 the diffusion parameter is kept fixed at e = 10- 2 

sincee varying the diffusion parameter does not change the qualitative conclusions 
thatt can be drawn from this figure. The top row corresponds to the Burgers' test 
casee as described in Section 4.2.2. For this test case it is clear that the CT does not 
performm very well relative to the SG, either when measured in Lj norm or in Lro 

norm.. It was expected that the Burgers' test case would be less well suited to the 
CTT than the linear test case since the former is not as clearly grid-aligned. 
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Figuree 4.8: Efficiency comparisons for model problem 2 

Too see how the CT performs on the Burgers' test case when this is made more grid-
aligned,, we now take as initial condition v = 0 which guarantees that v remains 
zero.. Furthermore we replace the parabolic inlet condition by 

,, . .. f c o s2 ( y - j), y 
u(-l,y,t)u(-l,y,t) = < o/-7 / / , * 

''yy'' \ cos2(y+i ) 2, J 

>0, , 
y<0 . . 

Thiss removes a strong peak in the error at (x, y) = (—1,0) which would otherwise 
dominatee the error. The results for this reduced Burgers' test case are shown in 
thee lower row of Fig. 8. Measured in the L\ norm the CT outperforms a SG when 
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appliedd to this reduced test case. Measured in the L<» norm this is still not the case, 
butt at least the CT is comparable. 

4.77 Conclusions 

Whenn applied to the simple grid-aligned, linear constant-coefficient test case the 
CTT is clearly superior to the SG approach in terms of efficiency. Especially when 
thee diffusion parameter £ is small, the linear test case is strongly grid-aligned and 
veryy well suited to the CT. 

Whenn applied to the 2D Burgers' test case, the CT does not perform so well. The 
CTT does perform reasonably well for a reduced version of the Burgers' test case 
withh advection in only one direction. 

Basedd on these observations, our expectation that the CT is well suited to 
advection-diffusionn problems that are strongly grid-aligned has been confirmed. 
Butt it seems that the CT is less suited to more general problems. 
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NUMERICA LL  SOLUTIO N OF 

MIXE DD GRADIENT-DIFFUSIO N 
EQUATION SS MODELLIN G 

AXO NN GROWT H 

Abstract.. In the current paper a numerical approach is presented for solving a 
systemm of coupled gradient-diffusion equations which acts as a first model for the 
growthh of axons in brain tissue. The presented approach can be applied to a much 
widerr range of problems, but we focus on the axon growth problem. In our ap-
proachh time stepping is performed with a Rosenbrock solver with approximate 
matrixx factorization. For the Jacobian an approximation is used that simplifies the 
solutionn of the coupled parabolic and gradient equations. A possible complication 
inn the implementation of source terms is noted and a criterion that helps to avoid 
itt is presented. 
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5.11 Introductio n 

Inn biological experiments it is often observed that in the initial growth phase axons 
approachh each other to form a bundle. Then, in the intermediate phase the axons 
groww jointly towards a remotely located concentration of so-called targets. Once 
thee axons have sufficiently approached the targets they debundle and attach to dif-
ferentt individual targets. The ultimate goal of our research is to develop a numer-
icall  modelling tool that can establish which physical processes are necessary and 
whichh are not to predict above described behavior of bundling and debundling. 

Itt is known that one of the mechanisms by which axons are guided to their targets 
reliess on the diffusion of chemo-attractant molecules from the target through the 
tissue.. The concentration of target derived chemo-attractant is largest near the tar-
getss and decays away from the targets. The growth cones at the tip of the axons 
cann sense and follow the gradient in concentration to reach the targets [3]. Further-
more,, it is also known that axons are repelled by diffusible molecules secreted by 
tissuess the axons need to grow away from. 

Severall  mechanisms have been suggested to explain that axons approach each 
otherr in the initial growth phase. Random movement might bring the axons to-
gether,, repulsive signals from surrounding cells could do the same or diffusible 
moleculess that the axons secrete may guide them towards each other. Following 
[5],, we focus on the latter mechanism; we assume that the axons growth cones emit 
aa diffusible chemo-attractant to which the other axons growth cones are sensitive. 

Furthermoree we assume that the growth cones can secrete diffusible substances 
thatt act as chemorepellant to the other axons. In particular we allow the rate of 
secretionn of chemorepellant to be dependent on the concentration of target de-
rivedd chemo-attractant. This enables the axons to repel one another progressively 
strongerr as they approach the target area, ultimately leading to debundling. 

Inn the current paper we restrict the interaction between axons to growth-cone to 
growth-conee interaction. I.e., axons only secrete chemicals from their growth cones 
andd can only sense with their growth cones. 

5.22 Biological model 

Inn this paper we consider essentially the same model as in [5]. We consider a fixed 
spatiall  domain O = [-0.5,0.5] x [-0.5,0.5], measured in millimeters. The model 
assumess that both the targets and the growth cones secrete diffusible chemical 
compoundss to which the growth cones are sensitive. In particular, the targets re-
leasee an attractant and the growth cones release both an attractant and a repellant. 
Thee rate of release of repellant is dependent on the concentration of target derived 
attractant.. This allows the axons to repel each other once they have reached the 
targett area, where there is a high concentration of target derived attractant. 
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Thee time evolution of the concentration fields is governed by diffusion equations 
off  the form 

^ UU 1 A 
—— = dAu — KU + S, 
at at 

wheree u is the concentration of a diffusible chemical compound. The diffusion 
constantt d measures how quickly the compound diffuses through the medium, 
thee loss constant K measures the rate of absorption of the medium and the source 
termm s contains the release of mass by the axons and targets. The growth of the 
axonss is governed by gradient equations of the form 

^ = A V t t ( r ( 0 , 0 ,, t5-1) 
dt dt 

wheree r is the position of an axon. The parameter A measures the sensitivity of the 
axonn to gradients in the concentration field u. 

AA property of (5.1) is that in a steady solution field w, limi t points for r coincide 
withh a maximum, miitimum or saddle point in u. Depending on the sign of A, 
maximaa or minima can either be stable or unstable limi t points. For A > 0, r wil l 
movee in the direction of the gradient of u, i.e. it wil l move towards a maximum 
off  w. Once at a maximum, a small displacement in r wil l cause r to move back 
towardss the maximum. Hence, for A > 0 maxima in u are stable limi t points for r. 
Likewise,, for A < 0 minima in u are stable limi t points for r. For A < 0 maxima are 
unstablee limi t points for r since a small displacement from a maximum wil l cause 
rr to move away from the maximum. Likewise, for A > 0 minima in u are unstable 
limi tt points for r. Saddle points are always unstable since a small displacement 
fromm the saddle point can place r at a new position where the gradient in u can 
eitherr point towards or away from the saddle point. 

Forr the current model of cone derived attractant and repellant and target derived 
repellantt the growth of the axons is governed by the following set of coupled 
gradient-diffusionn equations: 

dduuAu(x,Au(x, t) - KUU(X, t) + <r u £ s (x - Tp), (5.2) 
P P 

ddvvAv{x,t)Av{x,t) -Kvv(x,t)+ <r v£s(x-r«(0), (5.3) 
OL OL 

ddwwAw{x,t)Aw{x,t) -Kww(x,t) + ^To-w(u(x,t))$(x-Ta(t)), (5.4) 
a a 

XXuuVu(iVu(iaa(t),t)(t),t) + AvVv(ta{t),t) - AwVw{rK(t),t), (5.5) 

togetherr with homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions on u, v, and w. 

Heree t denotes time, x = (x, y) denotes a position in two dimensional space, u, 
vv and w denote the concentrations of respectively, target derived attractant, cone 
derivedd attractant and cone derived repellant. Furthermore, dUf dv and dw are the 
correspondingg diffusion coefficients and KU, KV and KW are loss coefficients due to 

du(x,du(x, t) 
dt dt 

3P(X,, 0 

dt dt 

dw(x,t) dw(x,t) 
dt dt 

dt dt 
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absorptionn in the tissue. The positions of the targets and growth cones are denoted 
byy T^ and rK, respectively, where j8 ranges from 1 to the number of targets and a 
rangess from 1 to the number of cones. The coefficients au, av and aw denote the rate 
off  release of the different chemical compounds. The term s(x) denotes a localised 
symmetricc source term function with maximum at x = 0. Finally the positive 
coefficientss Xu, Kv and Xw measure the sensitivity of the cones to the gradients in 
thee corresponding chemical concentration fields. 

Notee that in the gradient equation AM and Av both enter with a positive sign while 
kkww enters with a negative sign. This represents the fact that both u and v act as 
attractantss to the cones while w acts as a repellant. A positive A causes rfl to grow 
towardss a maximum in the corresponding concentration field while a negative A 
causess ra to grow away from a maximum. 

Example Example 
Inn Figure 1 the stationary solution for u is shown for a configuration with 5 targets 
locatedd at y = 0.25 and x = -0.25, -0.125,0,0.125,0.25. In Figures 2a-f the cones 
growthh trajectories are displayed corresponding to the stationary target derived 
attractantt field shown in Figure 1 with initial cone positions given by y = -0.25 
andd x = -0.25, -0.125,0,0.125,0.25. The trajectories are shown at different time 
levelss between t = 0 and t = 2000, measured in seconds, together with contour 
liness for the net gradient field Xuu + \vv - \ww. 

Figuree 5.1: Stationary solution for u 

Sincee the axons grow in the direction of the gradient in \uu + \vv - Xww, the di-
rectionn of growth of a cone is always perpendicular to the contour lines. This does 
nott imply that the growth paths should be perpendicular to the contour lines. The 
pathss represent the growth of the axons at earlier times and need not be perpen-
dicularr to the contour lines at the current time. 
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a)) t = 0 s b)) t = 250 s 

c)) t = 500 s d)) t = 750 s 

miï<L miï<L ii  \ v> ^ \ \ 

v ^ ^ 
SÏM\ SÏM\ 
//y^~'//y^~' 1 j %s %s 

e ) t == 1000 s f)) t = 2000 s 

Figuree 5.2: Axon growth trajectories together with contour lines for the net gradient field 
A.A.uuuu + A.vv- \ww 
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Figuress 1 and 2 are based on the following parameters: 

dduu = dv = dw = 10 4, 

KK = 10"5, 
\\vv = 5-10-6, 
XXww = 3.75 10-5, 
aauu = £7-D = 3  10~3. 

Thesee agree with the biological order estimates given in [8], but the used values 
weree tuned to get a clear pattern of bundling and debundling. Following [5], the 
dependencee of aw on u(x, t) is modelled by the following relationship, 

3M 2 2 

VwVw = — ö - — j - , p = 25. 

Forr the source function s(x) we have used 

s(x)) = si(x)si(y), 

S l ( ^^ = \ l - J f , \<p\<l. 

Heree / represents the radius of the axons' growth cone which we have taken J = 
0.155 mm, which is quite large. A realistic estimate would be / = 0.02 mm, but 
wee have taken the larger value to get convergence on relatively coarse grids; the 
modell  is not significantly altered by this choice. 

5.33 Spatial Discretization 

Too evolve the governing system (5.3) in time, we employ a method of lines scheme 
(MOL).. This implies that we first discretize the spatial operators on a spatial grid. 
Thiss transforms the set of PDEs for the field quantities u, v, w into a large set of 
ODEss in time, i.e., we get an ODE for every spatial point. In the current paper 
thee resulting set of ODEs together with the ODEs for the growth cone positions ra 

aree solved with a Rosenbrock time stepping technique, as is explained in the next 
section. . 

Thee set of equations (5.3) presents a numerical challenge due to the presence of the 
equationss for the growth cone positions r«. Without these, the set could be solved 
inn a straightforward manner with existing numerical techniques for PDEs. In its 
presentt form the model requires the solution of field equations coupled to parti-
clee equations. In principle it might be feasible to reformulate the held equations 

file:///l-Jf
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intoo a particle form or to rewrite the particle equations into field equations to ob-
tainn either a pure particle or a pure field problem, we however choose to apply 
aa mixed field/particle setup. This approach has as an advantage in that both the 
fieldfield equations and the particle equations are tackled in a natural, efficient manner. 

Considerr a uniform spatial grid Cl^, with mesh width h = 1/(N -f 1), consisting of 
gridd cells 

fii,;fii,;  = {(*/y)l*i- i < *< xuy j -\ <y<yj), 
wheree X{ = ih — 0.5, i/y = jh — 0.5 and i = 1,2,  , N and ƒ = 1,2,  , N. We 
approximatee the spatially dependent function u(x,t) with a grid function u^{t) 
suchh that at node (x,-,yy) the grid function u  ̂has the value w,̂ (f) « u(*,-,y;-, f). 
Thee spatial differential operators are approximated with second order central finite 
differencee operators denoted by A/, and V^. After discretization the ODEs for the 
axonn positions read 

^ ^^ = A^MWVfcMfcCO + AvPhMWhVki*) - KPh{r a(t))Vhwh{t), , 

wheree ra(t) now represents the solution to the spatially discretized equation. To 
avoidd excessive indices we do not replace iu(t) by ra^(t). Note the appearance of 

-- Th*s *s a n interpolation operator which satisfies 

PPhh(r(r aa(t))V(t))Vhhuuhh(t)nVu(r(t)nVu(raa(t),t), (t),t), 

providedd V^u^*)!,-,- « Vu(xifyj,t). The interpolation that we use is simple bi-
linearr interpolation, combined with second order central differences for V/,, hence 
wee have 

PhMt))VPhMt))Vkkuuhh{t){t)  = Vu(ia(t),t)+0(h2). 

Bilinearr interpolation of the differences is sufficient to guarantee that dta{t)/dt 
iss continuous across cell interfaces and hence yields smooth trajectories for ra. 
Notee that with bilinear interpolation d2Tu(t)/dt2 does not exist across cell inter-
faces.. This implies that bilinear interpolation is not to be used in conjunction with 
aa higher order time integration method. 

5.44 The Rosenbrock method 

Thee full system of ODEs that results from spatial discretization, here denoted by 
dc/dtdc/dt = F(c), is stiff and therefore integrated with a second order Rosenbrock 
solverr using an approximate Jacobian matrix. In [9] this solver has been success-
fullyy applied to an advection-diffusion-reaction system from air pollution mod-
elling.. The system is autonomous since the right hand side F(c) contains no ex-
plicitt time dependence; all time dependence in F(c) enters through components of 
thee solution being time dependent. The solution is advanced over a time step with 

CCn+ln+l  =c" + -TK i + -TX 2, 
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wheree T is the step size tn+\ — tn, c
n the approximation for c(tn), and 

{i-yrJUi{i-yrJUi  = Hcn), 
{I-JTJ)K{I-JTJ)K22 = F(C" + T K 1 ) - 2 K 1 . 

Heree ƒ is an approximation of the Jacobian dF/dc at c = cn and 7 is a free parameter. 
Withh the exact Jacobian for ƒ, the stability function reads 

R(z)) = (T^) 5 '  (5-6) 

fromm which it follows that the method is A-stable if and only if 7 > 1/4 [4]. Fur-
thermoree the method is L-stable if 7 = 1  \ VÏ and the exact Jacobian matrix is 
usedd for ƒ. The scheme is of second order in r regardless of the choice for ƒ. 

Inn [4] one finds ample evidence that Rosenbrock methods are well suited to solve 
stifff  ODEs in the low to moderate accuracy range. However, with the exact Jaco-
biann dF/dc the method cannot be efficiently applied since the linear system solu-
tionss are much too expensive. We therefore apply it with an approximation for 
dF/dc. dF/dc. 

Inn the current work c — (p^, r^), where ph = (u^, v^, w^) and r/, is the vector of the 
rrKK.. To simplify the notation, in the following we suppress the index h. Further-
more,, in an obvious notation, we write F(c) = (Fp(c), Fr(c)), then 

( dFdFpp dFp 

~5p~5p "3F 
dFdFrr dFr 

Wee now exploit the fact that the Rosenbrock solver remains of second order for any 
choicee of approximate matrix ƒ and put 

Thatt means we treat the dFp/dp part of the system linearly implicitly and the re-
mainderr explicitly. In other words, without the gradient equation we apply the 
A-stablee Rosenbrock solver to the semi-discrete field equations with an exact Jaco-
biann matrix, and without the field equations we integrate the gradient equations 
explicitly.. The explicit method is obtained by substituting for ƒ the zero matrix in 
thee Rosenbrock method. This gives the explicit trapezoidal rule 

ccn+in+i  =cn+ 1 f (c«) + i r f ( c " + TF(C")). (5.7) 

Wee have also experimented with another implementation thatt does treat the whole 
systemm implicitly. In principle this allowed us to use the third order Rosenbrock 
methodd from [7],  but we did not pursue this further because complications arose in 
thee spatial discretization. The third order Rosenbrock method requires a smoother 
spatiall  discretization of higher order. So far we did not succeed in implementing 
suchh a discretization that worked better than the existing one. 
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5.4.11 Stability 

Whilee the order of the Rosenbrock method remains 2 with an approximate Jaco-
bian,, the stability properties can drastically change. Due to our choice for ƒ, in-
tuitionn says that the step size restriction wil l come from the explicit trapezoidal 
rulee applied to the gradient equations and that the field equations do not give a 
restrictionn since these are solved linearly implicitly. 

Too get some insight into the stability of our method we borrow a model problem 
fromm [8] which the authors propose as a test model to investigate stability. The test 
modell  is a 2 x 2 linear ODE of the form 

whichh in a number of steps with simplifying assumptions is obtained from (5.3) 
throughh 'linearization, freezing of coefficients, and Fourier-Von Neumann analy-
sis'.. Specifically, we have — oo < d0 < 0 with do representing eigenvalues of the 
discretee Laplacian A^. Hence do depends on h~2 and can become large negative. 
Further,, d represents an eigenvalue for the gradient equation and is determined by 
secondd order spatial derivatives of u, v, w. To see this, consider the ID gradient 
equation n 

*g>> = m)), 
f{r(t))f{r(t))  = \ux(r(t),t), 

then n 

So,, for d we can think of finite values. However, d can also take on positive values. 

Withh the stability test model we have 

Thee Rosenbrockk method then gives the recursion 

((RR?? zh (5-9) jt+i jt+i 

where e 

== 1 + T (2(1 - yrdo)'1 - (1 - yrd0)-
2) d0 + 1^(1 - ixd^yH2, 

RR1212 = T ( 2 ( l - 7 T d o ) -1 - ( l - 7 T d 0 r 2 ) 

++ i r 2 ((1 -Tud0)-
1d+ (1 ~7Td0)-

2d0) , 
i i 

R222 = 1 + Trf+-T2d2. 
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Notee that Rn = R(Trfo) with R the stability function (5.6). Likewise Rn^z) 
11 + z -f z2/2 is the stabiUty function of (5.7). Iterating the recursion (5.9) gives 

cc = 

QQ = 

00 R" ) C ' V22 2 
n -1 1 

1=0 0 

Forr a stable scheme we must have power boundedness, i.e., \\cn \\ < C \\c° ||, with C 
independentt of n. We can guarantee power boundedness if we have 

|Rii|""  ^ c i i / \R2i\n < C22/ IQI < Cu, with CnrC22,Cu independent of n. 

Inn our implementation we limit ourselves to 7 > 1/4, hence we have \R\\\ < 1. 
Likewise,, we consider only T < 2/ |rf| and d < 0 ensuring IR22J < 1- Now let 
R**  = max (|Rn f ,1^221), then 

IQI I \R \R 1211 E^22R11~^ 
i=0 0 

<< iR^iEi^riRiir"'" 1 

i=0 0 

<< |«12l E K 
i=0 i=0 

==  IRuKn-l)^-1 

<<  \Ru\e~1 / . 
Inn (R*-1) 

> n - l l 

Hencee |Q| is bounded independent of n if IR12I and 1/ In (R*a) are bounded. For 
1// In (R^1) to be bounded it is necessary to have |Rn | and IR22I strictly smaller 
thann one, instead of \R\i\ < 1 and IR22I < 1- The entry R12 is even O(T) and 
thuss bounded. Hence we see that for a stable method we must have some damp-
ingg for the test model (5.8), provided by the Rosenbrock method and the explicit 
trapezoidall  rule, in addition to the step size restriction T < 2/ \d\. If d is positive, 
somee error growth is natural. Note that these conclusions are valid uniformly for 
- 000 < d0 < 0. 

file:///Ru/e~1
file:///R/i/
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5.4.22 Spatial factorization 

Sincee we neglect the terms dFp/dr, dFr/dp and dFr/dr in the true Jacobian, the sys-
temss that need to be solved are 

( / " T T ^ ) K l ^^ = F ' ( c B ) ' (5-10) 

Kirr - Fr(c"), (5-11) 

(i-yT-^jK^(i-yT-^jK  ̂ = FP(C»+TK0-2K1,,, (5.12) 

KK2r2r = Fr(c"+TK!)-2K l r / (5.13) 

withh the Jacobian dFp/dp evaluated at c = c". To further speed up the linear system 
solution,, we approximate the matrix with the following spatial factorization, 

( < - ^ ) ( < - ^ ) << (5-14) 

wheree Fpx and Fpy contain only difference operators in either the x- or the y-
directionn and Fpx + Fpy = Fp. Further, in our implementation we have distributed 
thee loss terms and source terms equally (with factor 0.5) over Fpx and Fpy. Solving 
thee systems with factorized matrices requires the successive solution of systems of 
aa much smaller dimension, that are only coupled in the x- or y-direction. For each 
gridd line in Ô  we encounter such a smaller sized system. These systems can be 
solvedd far more quickly than the original ones. This is an application of approx-
imatee matrix factorization. Examples of approximate matrix factorization can be 
foundd in [2], [1], [9], [6] and [7]. 

Thee use of (5.14) does not cause a loss of order in accuracy of the numerical solution 
sincee the order remains two for any approximation to dFp/dp. Note that (5.14) 
impliess that we approximate dFp/dp by 

dFpx/dpdFpx/dp + dFpy/dp + yrdFpx/dp dFpy/dp. 

Thee factorization does somewhat weaken the stability properties, e.g., L-stability 
iss lost but otherwise the stability behaviour remains quite satisfactory. 

5.55 Implementation of source terms and gradient 

Inn our axon growth model it is assumed that all growth cones secrete identical 
chemicall  compounds through which they attract and repel each other. It therefore 
iss possible that a certain growth cone responds to molecules secreted by that same 
growthh cone. For instance, a growth cone can be slowed down in its growth due to 
thee trail of attractant that builds up behind the growth cone. This self-interaction 
cann be very troublesome in a numerical implementation. In the model the growth 
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coness are described as small particles that secrete chemicals in a small spatial re-
gionn and sense the gradients in chemical concentrations in the same region. To 
avoidd self-interaction we consider only symmetrical source terms s(*) which do 
nott yield a direct gradient at the location of the emitting axon. Later on we wil l 
presentt a condition that the numerical implementation must satisfy to mimic this 
property. . 

Too better understand how we can have self-interaction, and how this relates to the 
symmetryy of s(x), consider the following simplified version of the model which 
containss only one axon at position r(t) and no targets: 

du(x,t)du(x,t) d2u(x,t) , . . . .... „-..,-v 
— ^^ =  (5.15) 

dr(t)dr(t) _ du{r{t),t) 
dtdt ~ dx * 

Byy differentiating (5.16) with respect to t and substituting (5.15) we get 

dd22r{t)r{t)  _ d3u{r(t),t) vdu(r(t),t) 
dtdt22 ~ dx* K 35 

(5.16) ) 

,, dLu{r{t),t)  du(r(t),t) ds(x-r{t)) 
~*~~*~ dx2 a*  ' 5F~̂  x=r(t) x=r(t) 

Hencee when ds(Q)/dx / 0, then the evolution of r(t) wil l be influenced by the 
presencee of s(x). This is a self-interaction since s(x — r(t)) represents an emission 
byy the axon located at r(t). Higher temporal derivatives of r(t) also only contain 
oddd spatial derivatives of s{x), i.e., dnr{t)/dtn contains 

32"-1s(0)) a2"-3s(0) ds{0) 
dd2n-l2n-lxx ' d2«-3x ' * * * ' dx

Too avoid self-interaction completely we must have that all odd derivatives of s(x) 
vanishh at x = 0, which holds if s(x) is symmetric. 

Too see what kind of numerical complications we can have due to self-interaction 
wee now consider some numerical implementations of (5.15) and (5.16). After spa-
tiall  discretization at grid points Xj we get 

du((t) du((t) 
dt dt 

dr(t) dr(t) 
dt dt 

==  DxxUi(t) - kui(t) + s(Xi - r(t)), 

==  Ph(r(t))Dxuh(t). 

Notee that we use Dx and Dxx to denote spatial discretizations of d/dx and d2/dx2, 
insteadd of V& and A&, to stress that we now model a one-dimensional case. Further, 
PPhh(r(t))(r(t))  interpolates the grid function Dxuh(t) at location r(t). Note that as in 
Sectionn 3 we keep the same notation for r after spatial discretization. When we 
noww consider d2r(t)/dt2 we see the source term contribution appearing as 

PPhh{r{t))D{r{t))D xxs{Xi-r{t)). s{Xi-r{t)). (5.17) ) 
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Inn the remainder of this section we wil l examine this term for different spatial 
discretizations.. It wil l turn out that depending on the discretization chosen, the 
contributionn of this interpolated source term either vanishess or not. In our imple-
mentationn a non-vanishing contribution is noticed as a growth cone that is blinded 
byy its own attractant and repellant and randomly wanders about the domain. It 
wil ll  turn out that the choice for Ph{r)Dx and s(x - r(t)) must be matched in some 
sensee to avoid an excessive contribution of the interpolated source term. 

Dependingg on the size of the mesh width, we treat the source terms in one of two 
ways.. If the grid is coarse relative to the size of the sources, we treat the sources 
ass point sources. When the grid is sufficiently fine we take into account the finite 
spatiall  extent of the sources. 

5.5.11 Highly localized source term 

Firstt we consider the case of a relatively coarse grid. When the spatial extent of the 
sourcee term is smaller than twice the mesh width, we distribute the source term 
overr the nearest grid points. Note that in this section we attempt to model a point 
sourcee and must therefore choose an appropriate distribution over the nearest grid 
points.. In the next section we consider a source term with a spatial extent and the 
sourcee term is in principle fixed by the biological model. 

Itt is insightful to examine a few source term implementations together with choices 
forr the gradient operator on a grid of points Xi = ih. 

Example e 

Ass a first implementation for the discrete gradient operator consider for a grid 
funtionn ƒ/, 

Ph(r)DPh(r)Dxxffhh =
 fi+1~fi, Xi<r<x i+1. (5.18) 

Ass implementation of the source term consider 

s(xs(x{{  -r) = s(xi+1 -r) = 2h' x{<r<  xi+l , s{ (XJ -r) = 0, j£ i, i + 1, 

i.e.,, the source flux is divided evenly over the two nearest grid points. Taking these 
implementationss together yields for the term (5.17) 

,, v , ^ s(xi+ i - r) - s(xi - r) 1/2 - 1 /2 n PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi -r) = Ï L—^-L 1 = '  ̂ ' = 0, xt- < r < xi+v 

hencee we have a vanishing contribution, which is satisfactory. Now consider the 
samee implementation for the gradient but replace the source term interpolation 
with h 

SiSi(xi(xi - r) = 1/h, S(XJ - r) = 0, r-h/2<x{<r  + ft/2, / ^ i, 
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i.e.,, all source flux is attributed to the nearest grid point. The term (5.17) then 
becomes s 

nn / \n / \ S(Xi+l  - r) - S(Xj - f) 1 , , 
Ph(r)DPh(r)Dxxs(xis(xi -r) =  '—U L = _ x. < r < x. + fc/2. 

Hence,, we end up with a non-vanishing contribution that is inversely proportional 
too h2. In the case that we would attempt to model a delta function type source term, 
thiss contribution would lead to a scheme that does not converge when we consider 
thee limit h -> 0. In the case of a source term of finite spatial extent, the problem is 
lesss severe since, eventually, decreasing the mesh width h wil l resolve the source 
termm on the spatial grid. Resolved source terms are discussed in the next section. 

Conditionn on implementation of source term and gradient 

Wee have seen that for an acceptable implementation of source term and gradient 
wee must demand that (5.17) vanishes. Now we introduce some notation to work 
outt the consequences of this restriction. For the discretized approximation of the 
sourcee term we write 

wheree 0, are weight functions that smear out the point source behaviour over a 
limitedd number of points near r. To conserve mass the 0, must satisfy 

E°iE°i = !  (5-19) 
i i 

Forr the discretized gradient operator, acting on a grid function fa evaluated in 
pointt r, we write 

i i 

wheree ty are weight functions that, under summation, construct an approximation 
too the gradient of fh in point r out of surrounding values of fa. 

Usingg the above notation we have 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi-r)-r)  = £*&-. 
ii  h 

Forr a suitable combination of source term and gradient discretization 

PPhh(x)D(x)Dxxs(xs(xii-r)-r)  (5.20) 

mustt vanish, hence we must have 

i i 

Usingg this condition we can choose matching discretizations for source term and 
gradient.. Again this is clarified by looking at some examples. 
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Examplee 1 

Ass before, consider 

Ph(r)DPh(r)Dxxffhh = ^ " A xt < r < xi+1, 

ass an implementation for the gradient. This corresponds to 

11 1 
#+ii  = £/ & = —£' $1 = °' J^hi + l-

Imposingg restriction (5.21) then yields 

-e-eii--e--ei+1i+1=o, =o, 

whilee we also impose (5.19), which yields 

9i9i + 9H1 = l. 

Thesee restrictions together yield 

9i9i = 9i+1 = 1/2, xt < r < xi+1, 9j = 0, j £ i, i + 1. 

Notee that this corresponds to the source term implementation that led to 
Ph(r)DPh(r)Dxxs(xis(xi — r) — 0 in the previous example. 

Examplee 2 

Noww consider 

Pk(r)DPk(r)Dxxff hh =
 x

whichh corresponds to 

<Pi-\ <Pi-\ 

<Pi <Pi 

<Pi+l <Pi+l 

<t>i+2 <t>i+2 

ff  l - / i - I , r-xi fi+2 - fi 
2h2h h 2h 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

rr  - xi+ i 
2h2h22 ' 

xxtt-r -r 
2h*2h* ' 

Xi+1Xi+1 - r 

2h2h22 ' 
r-Xi r-Xi 

1U21U2 ' 

XjXj <r  < xi+ i, (5.22) 

(5.23) ) 

(5.24) ) 

(5.25) ) 

(5.26) ) 

(f>j(f>j  = 0, j£i-\,i,i  + \,i + 2. (5.27) 

Thiss implementation for the gradient corresponds to second order central differ-
encess in Xi and JC,+I combined with linear interpolation. In choosing an imple-
mentationn for the source term we now have four degrees of freedom, i.e., 0,_i, 0„ 
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01+1,0,+2-- To fix these degrees of freedom we have only two restrictions, (5.19) and 
(5.21).. To close the system we simply choose 0,_i = 0,+2 = 0, which makes the 
discretizedd source term more local which is natural since the spatial extent of the 
sourcee is smaller than twice the mesh width. We are left with 

and d 
0jj  + 0J+1 = I, 

whichh leads to 

«ff  = l - ^ , el+1 = l +  r-^-, (5.28) 

i.e.,, the source flux is linearly distributed over the nearest grid points. 

Implementationss used for  the current work 

Implementationss (5.22) and (5.28) for the source term and gradient prove very 
usefull  in numerical practice. Hence these implementations were used to obtain 
thee numerical results presented further on. Since we consider a spatially two-
dimensionall  problem, the implementations were extended to two dimensions with 
aa straightforward tensor product approach. 

Higherr  order  discretizations 

Itt seems straightforward to extend the above reasoning to obtain higher order dis-
cretizationss for (highly localized) source terms and gradients. In particular, we 
havee examined a source term implementation compatible with fourth order Her-
mitee interpolation. However, this higher order implementation did not compete 
withh (5.23) and (5.28) in numericall  experiments. 

5.5.22 Resolved source term 

Whenn the mesh width is smaller than the spatial extent of the source term we say 
thatt the source term is resolved. The source term function s(x -r), which is still 
localizedd around x = r, then spans several mesh widths. Depending on the choice 
forr the implementation of the gradient operator and interpolation, there exist lead-
ingg order expressions (in the mesh width h) for the contribution of Ph (r) Dxs{X{ - r). 
Forr the implementation (5.18) we obtain 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(*is(*i  ~ r) = \{\ - 2cc)hsW(0) + Rlf 

assumingg smoothness, where oc € [0,1] measures the position r relative to the near-
estt grid points and R\ is a remainder term of 0(h2) that vanishes for h —> 0. For 
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whatt follows Ri is not negligible, but we focus on the formal leading order term 
anywayy since that suffices to make our point. Likewise, for the implementation 
(5.22)) we obtain 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi - r) = 1(1 - 2*)(*  - l)cch3s^(0) + R2. 

Notee the absence of a term ~ /z2. This is due to s  ̂ (0) = 0 since s(x) is supposed 
too be symmetric around x = 0. Since these expressions vanish as h —  0 they seem 
quitee satisfactory. In practice h is finite of course and the contribution depends on 
thee size of s  ̂ (0) and s  ̂ (0), respectively. 

Smoothh Gaussian type source term 

Likee in [5] we now consider a source term of the type 
2 2 

s(x)s(x) = e~yx , 

whichh does not truly vanish away from x = 0 but can be made very small away 
fromm x = 0 by taking j sufficiently large. In a practical implementation we typi-
callyy choose the mesh width h such that the source term is resolved on several grid 
cells,, i.e., we can put 

s(h)s(h) = e-P, 

wheree 0 is of order 1. For such a mesh width we thus have 

Forr s& (0) and s<4> (0) this yields 

s(2)(0)) = - f , s(4)(0) = ^ ! . 

Hencee for the contributions of the term Ph(r)Dx$ we get 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi-r)-r)  = -0(1 - 2 « )i + Rlf 

forr the implementation (5.18) and 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi ~r) = 2/32(l - 2*)(*  - l ) * i + R2, 

forr the implementation (5.22). For both implementations we find 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs(s(XiXi-r)^^-r)^  ̂ + R. 

Inn fact, for other gradient implementations we wil l still usually have 

PPhh(r)D(r)D xxs{Xis{Xi -r) = hns{n+1)(0) + R ~ i + R. 
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Notee that we are not stating this as an asymptotic result; when we consider the 
limi tt h —  0 and keep 7 fixed, the contribution P  ̂(r)Dx$(xi — r) wil l vanish. How-
ever,, for a fixed sensible choice of the mesh width h relative to the spatial extent of 
thee source term, the term P>, (r)Dxs(Xj — r) yields a term proportional to 1/h. 

Implementedd resolved source term 

Wee now consider a very simple type of source term for which Ph(r)Dxs(Xj — r) 
vanishess in a natural manner. Denote the source term's spatial extent by /. When 
hh > 1/2 we treat the source term as a highly localized source term discussed ear-
lier.. When h < 1/2 we treat the source term as a hat function that is zero outside 
itss base of length /, has its maximum halfway that base and varies linearly be-
tweenn the maximum and the end points of the base. A straightforward calculation 
showss that for this source term the gradient implementation (5.22) always yields 
Ph(r)DPh(r)Dxxs(xjs(xj - r) = 0. The implementation (5.18) still gives Ph(r)Dxs(xj — r) ~ 
1/h1/h + R and should therefore not be used in conjunction with this source term. 

5.66 Numerical results 

5.6.11 Convergence 

Inn Figure 3a-d axon growth paths are shown for 5 axons growing towards 5 tar-
gets.. See section 2 for the values of the problem parameters that were used. The 
sub-figuress are computed on grids of increasing resolution ranging from 65 x 65 
gridd cells to 513 x 513 grid cells. Before starting the actual integration the field 
equationss were marched to steady state while keeping the axons fixed at their ini-
tiall  positions. During the integration the target concentration field was kept fixed 
att the steady state, which is natural since it is independent of the axons positions. 
Puttingg the field equations in steady state beforehand is justified if the time scale 
off  the gradiënt equation is an order of magnitude larger then the time scale of the 
fieldfield equations. The source term was taken to be of the hat function type, the differ-
entiall  operators were discretized by central differences and the interpolation was 
donee with bi-linear interpolation, as in (5.22) for the ID case. The time stepsizes 
usedd for time integration were taken inversely proportional to the mesh width and 
aree given in the figures' caption. 

Inn Figure 4 the path of a single axon is plotted for different grid resolutions. From 
thiss plot we see that the observed path converges, however non-monotonically. 
Hence,, provided the mesh width and step size are small enough, taking a smaller 
meshh width and step size does not yield a different path for the axons. Mesh width 
andd step-size are reduced simultaneously to avoid stability problems. When only 
thee mesh width is reduced, the method eventually becomes unstable. This is not 
inn accordance with the stability analysis for the simple test model from Section 4. 
Convergencee is only observed for a very fine mesh width due to the sensitivity 
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-0.22 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 

a)) 65 x 65 grid, step size = 4.0 b) 129 x 129 grid, step size = 2.0 

c)) 257 x 257 grid, step size =1.0 d) 513 x 513 grid, step size = 0.5 

Figuree 5.3: Axon growth paths for different grid resolutions 
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off  the problem. Small changes in mesh width can have a strong impact on the 
pathss of the axons. This is not unexpected since the effects of mesh width related 
discretizationn errors on the axon path accumulate over the entire time integration 
interval.. Therefore it seems attractive to use an effective higher order spatial dis-
cretization. . 

0.3 3 

0.2 2 

0.1 1 

0 0 

-0.1 1 

-0.2 2 

-0.11 -0.05 0 

Figuree 5.4: Single axon growth path for different grid resolutions 

5.6.22 Stability 

Sincee we do not have a textbook condition for the maximum allowable time step-
sizee for our method applied to the axon growth problem, we have done numerical 
experimentss to determine a maximum step size. We ran our program with dif-
ferentt step-sizes and looked for signs of instability, e.g., amplified wiggles in the 
axonn paths. When we saw these signs we deemed the step size too large. In Table 1 
wee have listed the thus determined maximum step sizes for several different mesh 
widths.. From the table we see that a smaller step size is required on finer spatial 
grids.. Halving the mesh widths requires halving the time step-size, approximately. 
Itt thus seems worthwhile to examine more stable methods. 

5.6.33 Efficiency 

Ann important merit of our method is that it solves the problem at hand efficiently 
comparedd to a number of other methods that one could consider. This merit comes 
forthh from the explicit gradient equation treatment and the spatial factorization 
whichh greatly reduces the complexity of the linear algebra problem that needs to 
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Grid d 
65x65 5 

1299 x 129 
2577 x 257 
5133 x 513 

maximumm step size 
12.5 5 
6.1 1 
3.0 0 
1.4 4 

Tablee 5.1: Experimentally observed maximum step sizes 

bee solved. Due to the factorization, small sized one-dimensional systems need to 
bee solved instead of one large two-dimensional system. 

Too get some quantitative idea of the efficiency of our method, we compared it with 
anotherr one, i.e., the Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev (RKC) method described in [8], This 
methodd is fully explicit and is stabilized at the expense of additional function eval-
uations.. We applied the RKC method to the same problem and obtained the same 
solutionss with it. In Table 2 the wall-clock times for RKC and our Rosenbrock 
methodd (ROS2) are listed. These times refer to runs on a single processor on iden-
ticall  hardware with the same time step-sizes. The RKC program was written in 
Fortrann while our ROS2 method was implemented in C, but this should not have a 
strongg influence on the run times. As we can see from Table 2, ROS2 is faster than 
RKC,, however the difference is only about 30%. 

Grid d 
65x65 5 

1299 x 129 
2577 x 257 
5133 x 513 

ROS22 runtime 
14 4 

110 0 
815 5 

7124 4 

RKCC runtime 
19 9 

149 9 
1207 7 

11431 1 

Tablee 5.2: Runtimes for our ROS2 method versus the RKC method 

5.6.44 Parameter  sensitivity 

Forr the numerical results to be in qualitative agreement with biological experi-
ments,, we ought to observe a bundling and debundling of the axons. For certain 
setss of problem parameters, this indeed does occur, see Figure 3. However, it is in-
terestingg to know whether this behaviour persists when the parameters are slightly 
perturbed.. We have found that around a set of parameters for which bundling 
andd debundling occurs, an interval of parameter values exists for which this still 
holds.. Outside this interval, either bundling, debundling or both no longer occur. 
Inn Table 3 this parameter sensitivity is portrayed. The results in Table 3 refer to 
thee same experiment as before, performed on a 257 x 257 grid. All parameters are 
keptt fixed, except for KVr the parameter for growth cone sensitivity to cone derived 
attractant.. For Xv € [0,3.88  10~6) the axons do bundle but do not debundle, i.e., 
theyy grow jointly to a single target. For \v e [3.88  10_6,6.04  10~6) the axons 
bundlee and partially debundle; they ultimately grow towards three targets. For 
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App e [6.04  10-6,7.81  10"6) the axons bundle and debundle completely in that 
theyy each grow to a different target. For Xv > 7.81  10~6 the axons no longer bun-
dlee and hence do not debundle either. Instead they grow away from each other 
andd eventually leave the computational domain. We see that around kv = 5  10-6 

fulll  bundling and debundling occurs but also that a change of Av by about 20% 
prohibitss either bundling or debundling to occur. In other words, the system is 
ratherr sensitive to changes in parameters since a 20% change in a single parameter 
cann change the qualitative behavior of the solution completely. 

Endd points 
1 1 
3 3 
5 5 
--

Ap p 

[0,3.88-10"6) ) 
[3.888 10"6,6.04 10"6) 
[6.044 10"6,7.81 lO"6) 
[7.8110-6,oo) ) 

Tablee 5.3: Degree of debundling for different parameter ranges 

5.6.55 Source term and gradient implementation 

Accordingg to Section 5 it is imperative to have a source term and gradient im-
plementationn such that the discrete gradient of the discrete source vanishes at the 
originn of the source. To illustrate this claim numerically, we considered a single 
parameterr set and ran tests for different implementations of source term and gra-
dient.. In Figure 5a the final axon paths are shown for the bilinear source term 
andd the bilinear interpolation and gradient implementation. In Figure 5b the axon 
pathss are shown for a piecewise constant source term and piecewise constant gra-
dientt implementation. We see that both figures show qualitatively the same set of 
growthh paths. The paths shown in Figure 5c were obtained with piecewise con-
stantt source term and bilinear interpolation while the paths in Figure 5d were ob-
tainedd with bilinear source term and piecewise constant interpolation. If we now 
considerr condition (5.21) then we see that the implementations that yield Figures 
5aa and 5b satisfy this condition while the implementations that yield Figures 5c 
andd 5d do not. This is clearly reflected in the axon paths; the paths seen in Fig-
uress 5c and 5d are qualitatively different from each other and from the paths in 
Figuress 5a and 5b. Figures 5c and 5d clearly illustrate what can go wrong if the 
implementationn of the source term and gradient are not chosen carefully. 

5.77 Discussion 

Rosenbrockk time stepping with an appropriate Jacobian matrix proved well suited 
too the mixed parabolic-gradient problem that was considered. The freedom in 
choosingg an approximation for the Jacobian allows the parabolic and gradient 
equationss to be treated almost independently from each other. An extension to 
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Figuree 5.5: Axon growth paths for different source term and gradient implementations 
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spatiallyy three-dimensional problems seems certainly feasible. Spatial factoriza-
tionn would then be done for all three spatial dimensions leading to even larger 
gainss in efficiency relative to a non-factorized approach. 

Itt was shown that the implementation of the source term and gradient detection 
iss somewhat delicate and should not be constructed independently of each other. 
Inn particular, a condition was derived that the combined implementation of source 
termm and gradient should fulfil , see condition (5.21). 

Sincee the axon paths are quite sensitive to refinements in the mesh width very 
finee meshes are needed to get spatially converged solutions. In a future method 
higherr spatial order of discretization might be attractive to get sufficiently accurate 
solutionss on coarser grids so that very fine grids are no longer needed. Further-
more,, it might be interesting to see wether the integration of the gradient equation 
cann be stabilized since in the current Rosenbrock-Approximate Jacobian approach 
itt seems to dictate the overall stability. The gradient equation could be handled 
implicitlyy or some form of RKC method could be used where the number of inte-
grationn stages is increased to enhance stability, as in [8]. 

Thee model considered for axonal growth is a very simple one. To simulate more 
realisticc axonal growth in any detail wil l require a more elaborate model. Further-
more,, the current model is somewhat awkward for numerical simulation due to 
thee absence of a physical dimension of growth cones and targets. As a result, in 
thee simulations the growth cones are capable to approach each other to distances 
muchh smaller than could ever occur in biological experiments. The growth cones 
cann even collapse onto each other, leaving them at the same location. When this 
happens,, debundling is no longer possible since the cones can then no longer dif-
ferentiatee between themselves and the other cones and can no longer be pushed 
awayy from each other. 
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Sincee many real-life processes from engineering, physics, economics and a range 
off  otherr disciplines can be described with differential equations, there is a need for 
practicall  methods for solving differential equations. Only in rare cases can differ-
entiall  equations be solved analytically. For the majority of differential equations, 
att best approximate solutions can be computed with the help of computers. With 
thee power of modern computers and the sophistication of current algorithms this 
cann often be done in a straightforward manner. However, there still exist numerous 
problemss for which the numerical solution of the underlying differential equations 
iss not straightforward, 

AA well-known example of a numerically difficult problem is the solution of the 
fulll  Navier-Stokes equations, especially under turbulent conditions. Another ex-
amplee is that of global atmospheric transport models used for modeling pollution 
orr forecasting the weather. In these models the number of unknowns required to 
accuratelyy capture the spatial variations of the solutions can be excessively large. 

Thee main focus of this thesis lies on a method that holds the promise of alleviating 
thee restriction of excessively large numbers of unknowns. This is the sparse grid 
combinationn technique, which aims to solve a set of differential equations using 
significantlyy fewer unknowns. In fact, in the limit of high accuracy, the number 
off  unknowns required by the sparse grid combination technique is independent 
off  the spatial dimensionality of the problem. E.g., asymptotically a spatially 3D 
problemm requires the same order of unknowns as a spatially ID problem. 

Thee sparse grid combination technique can be understood as a multivariate ex-
trapolationn technique. Instead of solving a set of differential equations on a sin-
glee grid, solutions are obtained on a number of semi-coarsened grids. After solv-
ingg these semi-coarsened problems, the solutions are combined to obtain a single, 
moree accurate solution. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis error expressions are 
derivedd that measure the approximation error due to the sparse grid combination 
technique.. Furthermore, test cases are considered numerically to validate these ex-
pressionss and to test the applicability of the technique for a number of problems. 

Itt becomes apparent that the sparse grid combination technique can be highly ef-
ficientt for some problems. Especially problems that contain locally lower dimen-
sionalityy are well suited for the sparse grid combination technique. E.g., in Chap-
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terr 4 the sparse grid combination technique is shown to be effective for a 2D-flow 
problemm containing locally ID solution layers. However, it also becomes apparent 
thatt the sparse grid combination technique is less well suited for other problems. 
E.g.,, in Chapter 3 it is shown that for a model problem without locally lower di-
mensionalityy the sparse grid combination technique is less efficient than Richard-
sonn extrapolation. 

Inn Chapter 5 of this thesis a mixed gradient-diffusion problem is considered. The 
motivatingg application for this problem is that of axon growth studied in neuro-
biology.. In biological experiments it is observed that axons bundle and debundle 
duringg their growth. An initial model is considered which assumes that the axons 
secretee chemical substances through which they communicate with each other. It 
iss shown that this initial model can already predict the bundling and debundling 
behavior,, albeit for a small range of parameters. Furthermore, an important com-
plicationn inherent in the model is pointed out. I.e., in a numerical implementa-
tionn there exists a danger that the axons blind themselves with their own chemical 
emissions.. A condition is presented that the numerical scheme must satisfy in or-
derr to avoid this self-blinding of the axons. 
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Aangezienn veel alledaagse verschijnselen uit de techniek, natuurkunde, econo-
miee en een aantal andere disciplines beschreven worden door differentiaalverge-
lijkingenn is er een behoefte aan praktische oplosmethoden voor differentiaalverge-
lijkingen.. Alleen in uitzonderlijke gevallen kunnen differentiaalvergelijkingen an-
alytischh worden opgelost. Voor het merendeel van de differentiaalvergelijkingen 
kunnenn hoogstens benaderende oplossingen uitgerekend worden met behulp van 
computers.. Met de rekenkracht van moderne computers en algoritmes zijn deze 
benaderendee oplossingen vaak relatief eenvoudig uit te rekenen. Er bestaan echter 
ookk ettelijke problemen waarvoor het numeriek oplossen van de onderliggende 
differentiaalvergelijkingenn niet eenvoudig is. 

Eenn bekend voorbeeld van een numeriek moeilijk probleem is het oplossen van 
dee volledige Navier-Stokes vergelijkingen, met name in het geval van turbulente 
stroming.. Een ander uitdagend probleem ligt in globale atmosferische transport-
modellenn voor het modelleren van luchtvervuiling en het doen van weersvoor-
spellingen.. In deze modellen is het aantal vrijheidsgraden dat nodig is om de 
ruimtelijkee variaties te beschrijven erg groot. 

Dee nadruk van dit proefschrift ligt op een methode welke in potentie het prob-
leemm van te veel vrijheidsgraden kan oplossen. Het gaat om de 'sparse-grid com-
binatietechniek',, bedoeld om een stelsel differentiaalvergelijkingen op te lossen 
mett significant minder vrijheidsgraden. In de limiet van hoge nauwkeurigheid is 
hett aantal vrijheidsgraden zelfs onafhankelijk van de ruimtelijke dimensionaliteit 
vann het probleem. Een ruimtelijk 3D probleem vraagt bijvoorbeeld asymptotisch 
dezelfdee ordegrootte van onbekenden als een ruimtelijk ID probleem. 

Dee sparse-grid combinatietechniek kan worden opgevat als een multivariate ex-
trapolatietechniek.. In plaats van een stelsel differentiaalvergelijkingen op te lossen 
opp een enkel rooster worden oplossingen uitgerekend op meerdere grovere roost-
ers.. Na het oplossen van deze grovere problemen worden de oplossingen gecom-
bineerdd om zo een enkele, meer nauwkeurige oplossing te verkrijgen. In de Hoofd-
stukkenn 2, 3 en 4 wordt het duidelijk dat de sparse-grid combinatietechniek zeer 
efficiëntt kan zijn voor bepaalde problemen. Met name problemen met lokale lagere 
dimensionaliteitt zijn zeer geschikt voor de sparse-grid combinatietechniek. In 
Hoofdstukk 4 blijkt de sparse-grid combinatietechniek bijvoorbeeld effectief voor 
eenn 2D stromingsprobleem met lokaal ééndimensionaal oplossingsgedrag. Het 
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blijktt echter ook dat de sparse-grid combinatietechniek minder geschikt is voor 
anderee problemen. Zo wordt in Hoofdstuk 3 aangetoond dat voor een model 
probleemm zonder lokale lagere dimensionaliteit de sparse-grid combinatietechniek 
minderr efficiënt is dan Richardson extrapolatie. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een gemengd gradiënt-diffusie probleem beschouwd. De 
motiverendee applicatie voor dit probleem is een axonen groeimodel uit de neuro-
biologie.. In biologische experimenten blijkt dat axonen tijdens hun groei eerst een 
bundell  vormen en later deze bundel weer verlaten. In een initieel model wordt 
verondersteldd dat de axonen chemische substanties uitscheiden waarmee zij met 
elkaarr communiceren. Het wordt aangetoond dat dit initiële model voor een klein 
parameterbereikk inderdaad voorspelt dat bundelvorming en -verbreking optreedt. 
Verderr wordt een belangrijke complicatie aangetoond, welke inherent is aan het 
model.. Er bestaat namelijk het gevaar dat de axonen zichzelf verblinden. Een 
voorwaardee wordt gepresenteerd waaraan het numerieke schema moet voldoen 
omm te garanderen dat deze zelfverblinding niet optreedt. 
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